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THE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY'S
FISCAL YEAR 1994 BUDGET REQUEST

TUESDAY, MAY 11, 1993

U.S. Senate,
Committee on Environment and Public Works,

Washington, DC.

The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:04 a.m. in room
406, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Max Baucus [chairman
of the committee] presiding.

Present: Senators Baucus, Durenberger, Chafee, Faircloth, Boxer,

Metzenbaum, Mitchell, Graham, and Lautenberg.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. MAX BAUCUS, U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF MONTANA

Senator Baucus. The committee will come to order.

Today the committee on Environment and Public Works will ex-

amine the fiscal year 1994 budget request for the Environmental
Protection Agency. I am pleased that we have with us this morning
the EPA Administrator, Ms. Carol Browner.
As we review the agency's request we must keep in mind that

this Nation is entering a period of extraordinary challenges in the

environmental area. EPA has tremendous responsibilities to safe-

guard human health and the environment, and as this committee
has heard, the challenges involved in carrying out those responsi-

bilities are becoming increasingly complex and complicated.

They are more complicated not just because the science and eco-

nomics of environmental protection are more complex, but because

of a simultaneous need to reduce deficit spending and return some
fiscal sanity to the Federal budget. All the daunting issues which
now confront EPA have serious budget implications. For example,
implementation of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 and
other statutes is seriously behind schedule. As a result, the States

and businesses which must comply with the provisions are thrown
into confusion, and the benefits of cleaner air for all are delayed.

Take State and local governments, especially small towns and
cities. We all know firsthand of communities with budgets so

strapped by environmental regulations that some of them threaten

to turn authority over the program back to the Federal Govern-
ment. And where financial assistance is available, as with the con-

struction of clean water facilities for municipalities, the need is so

great—on the order of about $100 billion—that current Federal aid

amounts to little more than a drop in the bucket.

(1)



Look at the major program for cleaning up toxic waste dumps,
Superfund. It has become bogged down to the point where between
15 and 30 percent of the spending now goes not to the actual clean-

up, but to the so-called "transaction costs," essentially, attorney

fees.

At the same time, more people are questioning the scientific

basis for many environmental rules than ever before. Recently, a
series of articles in the New York Times highlighted what it

termed "misguided environmental policies," meaning those pro-

grams which are not based on sound scientific analysis of risks and
which often do not have any cost-benefit analysis.

If that were not enough, we increasingly find that environmental
protection is no longer a matter of just domestic law. Biodiversity,

global warming, and trade negotiations will only add to the chal-

lenge to U.S. environmental leadership and fiscal responsibility.

So as I look at the agency's budget request for fiscal year 1994

with these issues in mind, I am deeply concerned and somewhat
perplexed. Almost across the board, the agency is being asked to

fulfill its growing responsibilities with shrinking resources. Years
ago, when the Defense Department had a great number of ships

and planes and divisions to operate and maintain, all without an
adequate budget, there was a great hue and cry about the "hollow

force," and ever since then people have vowed never to return to

that situation.

We don't want to find ourselves with a new "hollow force" when
it comes to protection of human health and the environment. If we
are to maintain the confidence and the support of the American
people in our environmental programs, they must be assured that

the programs, once established, are carried out responsibly, effec-

tively, and efficiently.

I am also perplexed, because the budget request totals approxi-

mately $6.4 billion for next year. That is lower than the agency's

three previous budgets. Now, the administration did include $916

million in supplemental funds in the Economic Stimulus Jobs bill,

and had that been enacted, the total of supplemental funds plus

the fiscal year 1994 budget request would have amounted to $7.3

billion, considerably above previous budgets.

But that bill did not become law, so the real question is: How
does the administration plan to alter its budget request in light of

the failure of the jobs bill? The answer to that question will have a

dramatic bearing on whether the agency has the ability to effec-

tively manage its programs, or whether we will begin to see the

emergence of a new "hollow force."

One final point.

Ms. Browner, at your confirmation hearing you and I both said a

lot about the need to prioritize environmental issues, to focus re-

sources and energies where they will do the most good. Let me re-

emphasize that point right now.
Let me say to all of us that this is an issue not just for the

agency, but for Congress. Unless both branches begin to confront

the need to make difficult choices, we are on a path toward cyni-

cism and failure, both of which will have serious consequences for

the future of our children and our planet.



On that high note I now turn to the first Senator to appear, Sen-

ator Durenberger.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. DAVE DURENBERGER, U.S.

SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF MINNESOTA

Senator Durenberger. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I apologize for

the fact that I'm going to be in and out this morning. The Secre-

tary of the Interior is going to be at Labor and Human Resources

talking about national service. I have a short statement.

As everyone understands, there are three parts to President Clin-

ton's economic initiative this year: a deficit reduction package; an

economic stimulus package; and a long-term investment package.

EPA's grant program for clean water State revolving funds is a

thread that runs through all three parts of the economic program.

In the deficit reduction package. President Clinton proposes to kill

the SRF grants; in the long-term investment package he proposes

to resurrect them; and in the economic stimulus package he asks

us to spend some of the 1994 grant money to create 1993 jobs.

The President's deficit reduction package is part spending reduc-

tion and part tax increases. Three of us, out of the four who are

here now, are on the Finance Committee, and more than that are

on this committee and will all be asked to vote for tax increases,

which were sold to the American public on the promise that for

every dollar of tax increase, there would be some kind of an equiv-

alent spending reduction.

The President's deficit reduction package proposes to abolish the

old clean water SRF grants. He counts savings of $4.1 billion be-

tween 1994 and 1997 as a result of abolishing the grant program,

and that $4.1 billion savings is used in the deficit reduction pack-

age to justify a $4.1 billion tax increase.

But then in the long-term investment package the President im-

mediately restores the SRF grants. From inquiries that I've made,

and I hope we can clear this up here this morning, it appears that

it's really the same old program. The kinds of projects that could

be funded might be expanded slightly, but everybody knows that

the larger share of the money is going to be used for the same old

projects. So it does not appear that there's any real spending reduc-

tion, just the tax increase. This is not a change. It's the kind of

budget chicanery that leaves the American public unwilling to

make sacrifices to balance the Federal budget.

If this is how we're going to play the game, why in the world

should the American people agree to a tax increase?

We're not at the end of the story. As I understand it, the House

Budget Committee insisted on real spending reductions. There isn't

room in a real budget for the long-term investment package, which

includes the new clean water SRF grants. The SRF program, per-

haps EPA's most popular program, is at risk. It may be that we've

seen the last of the SRF grants. It may be that some other program

will be cut, and the SRF grants saved. But it seems to me there's a

lesson here: it is time to play straight with the budget process.

The 1994 EPA budget is an attempt to be both more and less at

the same time. By using the stimulus package and the investment
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package to manipulate accounts, it seems somebody tried to "grow"
EPA, while the numbers on paper for 1994 show cuts.

I wouldn't complain about cuts; I don't mind a smaller EPA. All

of Government needs to shrink. But nobody would propose to get

there by killing the agency's most popular program. When I look at

the budget I come to the conclusion that the tough decisions

haven't been made yet.

To the Administrator I would offer this advice. It is time to

admit that we can't be both more and less. We need to be clear on
where we're headed and what our priorities will be.

Senator Baucus. I thank you. Senator.

Senator Boxer?

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. BARBARA BOXER, U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Senator Boxer. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to associate myself with your remarks. I think the

challenges we face are enormous. It's going to take a new way of

thinking as we approach this budgetary year, with all the pres-

sures on us and all the environmental challenges we face.

First of all, I hope this is the last time that we call you Adminis-
trator Browner. I hope that the next time we will be calling you
Secretary Browner. I want to thank you for being here today.

I know there are tremendous demands on the budget, and we
have a President committed to reducing the deficit. Not everyone is

going to be satisfied with the budget. I am not satisfied with the

budget. I would have felt much better if the jobs bill had passed. I

think the programs in that bill were necessary for America, and I

also add my voice to that of the Chairman in asking, are we going

to go forward as if that jobs package had passed? Are we going to

try again to get that jobs package passed? Are we going to change
this budget to reflect the fact that it did not pass? I think that's

very important.
I am very concerned about the way my State is treated in this

budget. I think you heard that from other Representatives from
California. There is inadequate spending for wastewater treatment

plant assistance to local governments. They are in dire need of as-

sistance as they get Federal mandates. My State of California has a

hard time raising money.
I had hoped that the budget would provide more for the over-

sight of cleanup at Federal facilities so that military bases in Cali-

fornia and other States could be quickly cleaned up and put to pro-

ductive civilian uses. You and I had discussed that, and I've dis-

cussed that with my Chairman, because I think that if you look at

the challenges we face, we're going to have military bases sitting

idle, as ghost towns, in and around our major cities. That's some-

thing that we shouldn't be allowing. We should be cleaning those

bases up and getting them ready for reuse.

I know that we have budget constraints, so a lot of my comments
reach to the issue of priorities. I am interested in hearing your ex-

planation of the priorities you had as you sat down and put this

together.



I am concerned about the Coastal Cities Wastewater Treatment

grants. They have all been eliminated, except for Boston. Cities

like Los Angeles and San Diego are in dire need of these grants. I

would like to hear your comments on what criteria were used in

keeping Boston and eliminating places like San Diego and Los An-

geles.

So I hope that today we open up a discussion of priorities, Mr.

Chairman, and I look forward to working with everyone to make
sure that we have a budget that reflects those priorities.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Baucus. Thank you very much, Senator.

Senator Faircloth?

Senator Faircloth. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I do not have an

opening statement. I have some questions.

Senator Baucus. Okay. Thank you, Senator.

Senator Chafee?

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN H. CHAFEE, U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF RHODE ISLAND

Senator Chafee. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. Browner, I do have a couple of questions to see if I've fol-

lowed this thing right, and you can answer them in the course of

your presentation.

As I understand it, your total agency request is about 8 percent

below the current spending levels. I think that's right. In the

course of your remarks you could touch on that.

I also understand that the SRF which Senator Durenberger re-

ferred to is taking quite a cut. We have a program that has been a

success; I think we will agree with that, clean water has been a

success. In the current year, the statistics I have show that we ap-

propriated that at $1.9 billion. As I understand it, you are asking

for $1.2 billion. I am solely talking about the clean water part of it.

In the course of your presentation I would be interested in why you

are doing that, because even the Bush Administration was in favor

of these funds. I think we had an authorization—not an appropria-

tion, an authorization—of something like $2.5 billion for that last

year, and now you've taken a big cut. Maybe it's because you're

trying to do something about the safe drinking water.

The other question is on this multimedia approach you have.

You put a lot of money into that. You jump it up from $68 million

to $322 million, into this multimedia approach. My question is,

does this get us increased environmental protection?

Finally, if your budget is going down—and who am I, the Repub-

licans are always railing to cut domestic spending, and here you've

done it by some 8 percent, which is a big cut, but some of that

came out of the revolving fund—but my question is, are you going

to have enough money to do the job we're asking you to do? I

assume you believe you can, and I would be interested in your an-

swering that question.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Baucus. Thank you. Senator.

Senator Metzenbaum?



OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. HOWARD M. METZENBAUM, U.S.

SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF OHIO

Senator Metzenbaum. Ms. Browner, I want to say that as one
who is very much concerned about the quaUty of the water in the

Great Lakes area, you've made major steps forward in attempting
to deal with that issue. It serves the Nation's interests to do so.

This body of water, the Great Lakes, is one of the Nation's greatest

resources, and we've made considerable headway in improving the

quality of that water. I think that with your emphasis on it and
your interest in it, as indicated in your legislative proposal here,

we will continue to make even greater progress.

There are a few smaller items to which we think you didn't give

your attention or support, but I think that those are matters of

smaller dimension that we can discuss as the program moves for-

ward. But overall, despite the concern that has been expressed, I do
believe your budget proposal is a good one, and we will continue
working with you along this line.

Thank you.
Senator Baucus. Thank you. Senator.
Administrator Browner, we would be happy to hear your state-

ment.

STATEMENT OF HON. CAROL M. BROWNER, ADMINISTRATOR, EN-

VIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY, ACCOMPANIED BY
ROBERT SUSSMAN, DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR; SALLYANNE
HARPER, ACTING ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR FOR ADMINIS-
TRATION AND RESOURCES MANAGEMENT; ALVIN PE-

SACHOWITZ, COMPTROLLER; AND MARTHA PROTHRO, ACTING
ASSISTANT ADMINISTRATOR FOR WATER
Ms. Browner. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the

committee. I appreciate this opportunity to be here today to

present the President's fiscal year 1994 request for the U.S. Envi-

ronmental Protection Agency.
As the Administrator of the EPA, I look forward to working with

this committee and the Congress and the public to shape our Na-
tion's environmental policies for the next four years. Most impor-

tantly, I look forward to change. I believe that the American
people voted for change last November and that we have already

begun the process of initiating substantial changes at EPA.
This Administration has moved environmental issues to the

main stage. It is no longer a question of resolving an issue and
then saying, what are the environmental consequences of that reso-

lution? But rather, the environmental issues are part and parcel of

the debate from the beginning. I think an indication of this is the

administration's commitment to moving the cabinet status bill and
EPA's full participation on the new National Economic Council

and the Domestic Policy Council, two very important councils to

the President in shaping his economic and domestic policies. We
are happy to be full participating members of both of those coun-

cils.

At a time when the American people are demanding better Gov-

ernment, more results for their tax dollars, and a smaller Federal

budget deficit. President Clinton is proposing to address these



issues with a new environmental agenda, better management of en-

vironmental programs, and increased Federal investments to pro-

tect public health and natural ecosystems.

The EPA budget request for fiscal year 1994 totals $6.4 billion.

This includes $2 billion in the investment portion of the adminis-

tration's request. Viewed in the context of the administration's

overall 1994 budget, which I think is a budget notable for its hones-

ty, realism, and emphasis on deficit reduction, the EPA portion is

an important measure of the President's commitment to the envi-

ronment. I believe that this budget will allow us to begin to make
real changes and real progress in 1994 and beyond.
The proposed budget is only the first step in an ongoing reevalu-

ation of EPA's priorities. We have already begun a comprehensive
review of all EPA spending. It has been more than a decade since

EPA undertook what is called a "base review" across the board of

all of the agency's programs. It has been done by individual offices,

but it has not been done across the agency, and we have begun
that process so that for our fiscal year 1995 budget and beyond we
will be able to make significant changes that represent the prior-

ities of this Administration.
The fiscal year 1994 budget—I just would like to remind mem-

bers of the committee that a great portion of the work is done
before the new Administration comes to the table. The budget proc-

ess within the agency takes almost nine months to complete, and
when I came to the agency I did invest substantial amounts of my
time to make sure that we addressed some significant concerns

that I had, some priorities that I had. But there was not enough
time to really delve into all of the smaller programs of the agency,

so we look forward to doing that in anticipation of the 1995 budget.

But the priorities that I have brought to the table that this Ad-
ministration thought important include increase assistance to State

and local governments, expansion of pollution prevention pro-

grams, emphasis on ecosystem-wide protection, and better manage-
ment of all public resources and all programs of the agency. I

would like to touch on each of those briefly.

Mr. Chairman, if I might ask that the full statement be inserted

in the record?
Senator Baucus. Without objection.

Ms. Browner. First of all, assistance to State and local govern-

ments, we have talked previously about this. But again, because of

my background in coming out of a State agency, I am particularly

committed to doing ever5rthing we can to enhance the capacity of

State and local environmental agencies. I believe they bring a large

number of resources, a large number of people, a wealth of knowl-

edge to the work that we do, and the more that we can do in part-

nership with State and local governments, the better we are going

to be able to provide the public with the clean air, the clean water,

the protection of the natural resources that they demand.
There are several initiatives included in the budget that I believe

start us down that path. Several of you have already touched on
them, but again let me mention them briefly.

In this budget the President has called, for the first time, for

funding of $600 million in fiscal year 1994 and $1 billion annually

thereafter, to help municipalities come into compliance with the
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Safe Drinking Water Act. I know that it is one of the primary con-
cerns we hear when we visit with small communities and when we
visit with municipalities, that they are not able to meet the in-

creasing costs associated with compliance with the Safe Drinking
Water Act. We are calling for the creation of an SRF to help those
communities stay in compliance and provide safe drinking water to
the public and to the citizens.

The budget also calls for the creation of a new clean water State
revolving fund of $1.2 billion. This fund would provide low-interest
financing for projects, including traditional wastewater treatment
projects as well as stormwater combined sewer overflow projects,
nonpoint source projects, and national estuaries protection. We
have heard, as I think many of you have, from a number of com-
munities who feel that they cannot make use of the existing clean
water SRF, that there are restrictions on the funds that do not
make it really available to them. So we would seek to modify the
program so that more communities could participate, smaller com-
munities could participate. We have been working on a range of op-
tions in terms of how to make sure that we reach the largest
number of communities so that we can deal with the problems of
all and not just a few.

In addition, this budget also requests $80 million for grants to

reduce nonpoint source pollution in our Nation's water. This is a
significant increase over past budgets. It is a demonstration of this

Administration's commitment to dealing with nonpoint source pol-

lution issues, the effects of which I think we are all seeing in our
surface waters, and perhaps even in some instances in drinking
water supplies. So this is something that we have recognized as a
priority and to which we have brought additional funds.
The budget also proposes further investments in U.S.-Mexican

border projects that not only protect the environment and public
health along the border, but also demonstrate U.S. commitment to

the North American Free Trade Agreement. For these activities we
are requesting a total of $150 million. I would be more than happy
to go into detail on how that would be spent.
The second priority is pollution prevention. I think as we all

have worked in this area for a very long time and have seen the
tremendous progress that has been made through the regulatory
tools, through the various statutes that have been passed by this

committee and others, we have come to recognize that if we are
going to do what we are going to need to do in the next 10 to 15
years, if we are going to achieve the protection that is so important
to the citizens of this country, it will not be exclusively through
end-of-the-pipe command and control technology, but rather we are
going to have to reach upstream to prevent pollution in the very
first instance. We have made that a priority across the agency. We
do have two offices that focus all of their time on pollution preven-
tion, but that will not be the way we ultimately achieve pollution

prevention. We have got to look at it in every single thing that we
do, from permitting to rulemaking to the work that we do on legis-

lative priorities, enforcement corrective actions, all of those offer

us opportunities for pollution prevention and we are absolutely
committed to integrating pollution prevention into every aspect of

our work.



In addition, this budget does call for the creation and the expan-

sion of the Greens Program, which will promote energy efficiency,

reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and also we have included an in-

creased environmental technology initiative. I think this is ex-

tremely important for the agency. When we talk to visitors from

other countries, they are so eager for the environmental technol-

ogies that we have been able to develop in this country, and I think

it creates an interesting opportunity for exports on the part of

many businesses in this country. The amount of money that is re-

quested, $36 million, will allow us to work with other Federal agen-

cies—who quite frankly do have more money in terms of what
they'll be doing in helping to develop technologies, but it brings us

to the table. It helps us to be part of the discussion, it helps us to

be part of leveraging the use of that money and helping to contin-

ue to put the United States at the forefront of environmental tech-

nology development. Not only do those have export opportunities,

but they also have tremendous opportunities domestically, every-

thing from advancements in cleanup technologies to pollution pre-

vention strategies. So we are very, very excited about that funding

request in our budget.
Third is the ecosystem protection. We have learned an awful lot

in terms of how systems function, the integration among air, land,

and water, and it is essential that we look at all of our programs

and that within the agency we seek to provide that integration.

Senator Metzenbaum made reference to the Great Lakes Water
Quality Initiative. That is one example of how we can look at a

system as a whole; we can work with the local community—in that

instance, eight States—through more than 100 public meetings to

develop a comprehensive plan for dealing with that system, a plan

based on how people live their lives, based on the jobs that are

available in those communities, and the future that they see for

their children.

So we are very interested in increasing our activities on a water-

shed ecosystem basis. It also provides us with a very positive forum
for developing and strengthening that State and local relationship

that we think is so important to the future of environmental pro-

tection.

Finally, I just want to make a very brief reference to better man-
agement of public resources. Of all the changes in this fiscal year

1994 budget proposal, the most significant may be the changes pro-

posed in the way the agency manages its daily business. My goal is

absolutely clear: we must operate a model in terms of overall man-
agement, and particularly in terms of basic fiscal practices. The
agency had begun a process last summer of looking internally at

how to better manage its contracts, and that has now been expand-

ed to all fiscal practices. We are putting in place a number of prac-

tices that I believe will make us a model within the Federal Gov-

ernment. This budget also reflects an increase of 155 people, de-

signed to deal with those fiscal issues.

As we have developed over the years, we have become an in-

creasingly large user of contractors, people outside of the agency. It

is absolutely essential that we manage those contracts with the

best possible practices to bring the resources to bear, to bring the
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people to bear with the expertise and with the knowledge. That's a
very, very high priority.

Finally, I would like to say that I believe this is a very exciting
time in the field of environmental protection. I believe we are at a
crossroads. We are moving beyond regulation to prevention. I think
there are may exciting opportunities that present themselves as we
make this transition.

It is also a time of very difficult choices. The President believes

very strongly in the need for deficit reduction. I think that is a re-

flection of the American public and their desire to see the deficit

reduced. We were faced with difficult choices in putting this budget
together, and in a perfect world I am sure we would have liked

more money. That was not an option that was available to us,

given all the other factors that had to be dealt with across the Gov-
ernment. I believe that we bring you a budget that is real, that is

based on important priorities, priorities that I think we all share,

and that will allow us to continue to do the quality of work that
the American public has every right to demand.
We look forward to working with you as we implement this

budget, and would be more than happy to answer any questions.

Senator Baucus. Thank you very much, Ms. Browner.
What are your plans about the job stimulus package that was de-

feated, particularly the portions that affect your agency? What are
your plans now? Do you plan to resubmit a supplemental? Are you
going to ask for a budget amendment? What are your plans?
Ms. Browner. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the question.

The Administration is extremely aware of the situation that we
have been placed in with the failure of the jobs package. Apparent-
ly, we are unique among the agencies that were included in the

jobs package, in that we were one of maybe only two where there

was money being moved from fiscal year 1994 into fiscal year 1993;

$845 million of the over $900 million that was included in the jobs

package for EPA was the clean water "forward funding," if you
will. We believed it would create real jobs in a very immediate
time frame.

In all of the negotiations that took place in an effort to see if the

jobs package could move forward, as I'm sure you are aware, the

$845 million was "held harmless." The intention was to see that

funded if some sort of arrangement could be made.
We have been working with the White House, exploring options

in terms of making sure that at least some portion of that money
does become available to us. The procedural path is a subject of dis-

cussion now among the House and the Senate and the White
House, but I can assure you that the White House is very commit-
ted to helping us and to working in a cooperative manner to make
sure that we get at least a significant portion of that money.
Senator Baucus. What progress have you made in getting the

full $2 billion restored in the wastewater treatment revolving loan

fund? There's $2 billion; $845 million was pushed from 1994 to

1993. You've lost the 1993. What progress have you made to get the

full funding level back up to $2 billion?

Ms. Browner. The $1.2 billion is in the investment package,
which is still before the Congress. The $845 million, as I said, we
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are exploring options as to how we could put that money back in

and make that money available to the agency.

Senator Baucus. When are we going to have a decision as to

what the administration wants?
Ms. Browner. The White House is working with the leadership

in both the House and the Senate to see what is the preferable ve-

hicle in terms of a supplemental or perhaps a reduced jobs pack-

age. I don't think that those discussions have been completed.

Again, Mr. Chairman, what is important from my perspective is

that all along, the White House has maintained its commitment to

the clean water SRF. They have recognized the dire need that

exists, the jobs that will be created, and in all of the discussions

that took place, that money was held harmless.

Senator Baucus. What would your reaction be if the safe drink-

ing water proposal were diverted and cut out to make room for res-

toration of the wastewater treatment program?
Ms. Browner. I would hope that we can find a way to do both. I

think that there are pressing problems in both instances, both

wastewater, combined sewer overflow, storm water, all of those

issues that could be addressed through a modified clean water SRF.
And the drinking water needs are very significant. I don't think

there is a municipality that is not interested in some assistance,

and there has never been an SRF for drinking water. I think it is

one of the more creative proposals anjrwhere in the Federal budget,

a recognition of the partnership that the Federal Government must
have with State and local communities. So I would hope that we
can address both of those pressing needs.

Senator Baucus. I agree with that, and I can tell you from my
experience that communities are very concerned about this, par-

ticularly the safe drinking water portion.

When is the administration going to send up legislation authoriz-

ing a safe drinking water revolving loan fund?
Ms. Browner. Mr. Chairman, we are in the interagency review

process as it relates to policies regarding a safe drinking SRF, and
also a legislative proposal on the clean water SRF. We would hope
to have those done in the next couple of days and available to the

committee.
Senator Baucus. Now, one very perplexing and very difficult

problem that we both have, the Congress and the administration, is

that the administration's budget proposes substantially more
spending than is allowed for in the budget resolution, some $5 bil-

lion to $7 billion. Why did the administration do that?

Ms. Browner. Well, if I understand, the $5 billion is in the in-

vestment package. I think the administration felt like there were a

number of extremely important issues, including the drinking

water SRF, the new clean water SRF, which is $2 billion. Obviously

it's going to be a complicated set of decisions that will need to be

made.
Senator Baucus. So how can we get more for water, and then we

have to cut $5.5 to $6 billion on top of that?

Ms. Browner. I understand that it's a very difficult situation.

Senator Baucus. What is the recommended solution?

Ms. Browner. Fund our part.

[Laughter.]
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Senator Baucus. Frankly, why can't the administration help us
out here? The Administration basically is asking Congress to make
these cuts somewhere.
Ms. Browner. Well, I think the administration—I know that at

EPA we would like to work with this committee and other commit-
tees to make sure that we are doing the very best we can in terms
of meeting the tremendous needs that are out there.

Again, I think the fact that the President's budget does include
$1.2 billion for an expanded clean water SRF and another $600 mil-

lion for a drinking water SRF is a recognition of the needs out
there and a commitment to helping address them.

Senator Baucus. I understand that, but there are some who say
that because they are labeled as investment, they are more vulner-
able and more likely to be cut as the administration and the Con-
gress work toward accommodating the administration's failure to

match the budget proposal with the budget request. That makes
this investment portion more vulnerable.
Ms. Browner. Right, I understand the concern, that the invest-

ment package is where the shortfall occurs. That will make for

some difficult decisions.

Again, in looking at those decisions and in working together it

would be my hope that the $2 billion for safe drinking and clean
water could be held harmless. I don't think those are significant

when you look at the outlays which also have to be addressed. I

think in terms of the outlays in comparison to the other projects

that have been included in the investment package, they are not so

significant that they can't be protected.

Senator Baucus. Well, I am quite concerned, frankly.

Ms. Browner. Yes.
Senator Baucus. I very strongly urge the administration to get

ahead of this; otherwise it's going to find itself behind it, and may
find itself on the short end. You may find that your problems have
just begun.

Senator Chafee?
Senator Chafee. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have trouble understanding why, when we have a successful

program that hasn't been completed, namely the clean water waste
treatment construction program, that we suddenly launch into a
clean water program.

I think that we probably went too far on the safe drinking water
requirements that we passed here a few years ago. As you recall,

last year we made some little adjustments to it. But frankly, I

would hope that the administration would press us to take up that

Safe Drinking Water Act again, look at it, and see whether we've
levied too severe requirements on the municipalities. The logical

reaction is to come to us and say, "Look, it's the old story. You put
a mandate on us and you don't give us any money." Maybe the
answer is that we shouldn't have levied such a mandate on them.
Do you have any thoughts on that?
Ms. Browner. I am certainly aware of communities that have

raised the very issue that you mention, communities that believe

that they are being asked to test for particular parameters that

have not been known to occur in their drinking water supply in

their region of the country.
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We would be more than happy to work with you and the commit-
tee on these issues. Again, I would just say that of all of the issues

I hear about from local government, this has to be at the top of the

list. There's not a local government that doesn't raise these con-

cerns with us.

Senator Chafee. Yes, but it may well be that they're suddenly
discovering that we've imposed these requirements on them under
the Safe Drinking Water Act that they never had before, and that

suddenly they're discovering that they're having to meet them.
Some of these are very, very small units.

Ms. Browner. Senator, I don't disagree with you. That's certain-

ly been my experience, that some very small units are required to

deal with parameters—in some instances, on a quarterly basis.

There may be more appropriate ways to address that on an annual
basis for certain parameters. It may be that for certain parameters
if you test once and they don't occur, then you don't have to test

again for a period of time.

If I understand what you're saying, I think it is appropriate to

look at whether or not flexibility could be brought to the program
that would give us the assurances we need in terms of the quality

of our drinking water, but also meet the concerns of the systems
and the increasing responsibilities that have been placed on those

systems.
Senator Baucus. If the Senator would yield on that question, as I

understand it, the EPA is now conducting a study of the Safe

Drinking Water Act, pursuant to an amendment that this Congress
required, and the results of which are supposed to be out in July. I

am just curious as to the status of that study and whether it will

be provided to the Congress on time, which has been a big problem
with the agency, to accommodate some of Senator Chafee's con-

cerns and my concerns, and the concerns of all of us on the com-
mittee.

Ms. Browner. Yes, as I understand, that report was requested by
this Committee. We are in the process of completing it. I believe we
will be on time, and it will look at some of the very questions that

both the chairman and you, Senator Chafee, are raising.

Senator Chafee. Do you, in that agency, ever sit down and evalu-

ate whether the money is going toward those efforts that would
probably be most effective health-wise? Let me give you an illustra-

tion of what I'm talking about.

I've been shocked at the lead levels in children in our cities. If

you believe what they tell us, that this has all kinds of ramifica-

tions on the intelligence of the youngster and the youngster's

future health, then it would seem to me that this a major problem,
much more than the potentiality of—what is it? Giardia?
Ms. Browner. Giardia.
Senator Chafee. —Giardia.

Ms. Browner. Which is also a problem.
Senator Chafee. You know, worrying about that and launching

into a $1 billion annual program for municipalities who have
always handled their drinking water themselves before, seems to

me to be an odd venture.
Listen to this: "In low income households, 68 percent of the black

children and 36 percent of white children are estimated to have

68-400 - 93 - 2
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blood lead levels above 15 MGDL," and as I understand it, that's

way above the danger level.

Ms. Browner. I think the danger level set by the Centers for

Disease Control is 10.

Senator Chafee. Something like 9 or 10, that was my impression
likewise. And here you have 68 percent of black children at 15.

What do you say? Do you sometimes sit down over there and say,

"Now, look, Where's the best place to put our money?"
Ms. Browner. Senator, I absolutely agree with you. We estimate

that one out of six children in the United States has elevated lead

levels. We are extremely concerned about the issue.

The budget before you represents a 50 percent increase in dollars

to deal with the lead issue. There is a $15 million increase; $10 mil-

lion would be made available to the States for lead abatement ac-

tivities; $5 million would remain in the agency so that we can do
some analysis on the efficiency of certain actions that need to be
taken to remove the risk in individual houses, schools, etc.

One of the things that I did when I came to the agency was sort

of the process that you talk about, which is to say, "In our budget
are we really addressing those most pressing concerns?" And that

is why I made the decision—it was not a decision that was in the

draft as presented to me—to increase the commitment of our re-

sources to the lead issue, because it is a very, very serious issue.

I might just say one last thing about that. Here is an issue that

people can do something about individually. In a lot of the issues

that we deal, for individuals to actual participate in the solutions is

hard. But there are things that parents can do to significantly

reduce the risk that their children are at. Last week we were
pleased to announce, in conjunction with the National Safety Coun-
cil, a public service announcement effort across the country to

inform parents about what they can do to make materials available

to them in an easy-to-understand way so that we can actually begin

the process of addressing this very, very serious health concern.

Senator Chafee. My time is up. I am a little discouraged over

this, because I felt that when we basically eliminated all leaded

gasoline, the effects of lead in low-income areas would be greatly

reduced. That has presumably helped, but

—

Senator Baucus. It's in the air.

Senator Chafee. It's in the air, right, but the children are there;

the cars are whizzing by, and there are no longer leaded emissions

polluting the air. I would have thought that would have been a big

step forward, but apparently it hasn't been.

Thank you.
Senator Baucus. Thank you. Senator.

Senator Boxer?
Senator Boxer. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Administrator Browner, I'm going to talk about the things I

don't agree with. I agree with you on most things, but there are a

few things that I really don't agree with. So if I press on those, un-

derstand that in my limited time, rather than go over areas of

agreement, I'm going to see if I can press on some of the problem
areas. And they are serious problems to me.
For example, you announced a new program to show your com-

mitment to NAFTA, which may or may not go forward. I don't
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know the result of that. It's $115 million. But yet, without NAFTA,
we've got a terrible problem in San Diego, treating Tijuana's

sewage. That's without NAFTA. They need $45 million. My under-
standing is they were going to get it out of that Coastal Cities Pro-

gram. Will they be able to get it out of that $150 million?

Ms. Browner. Yes, $70 million of the $150 million is available

for the Tijuana project. That is for the wastewater treatment facili-

ty that will be built to deal with the waste that flows north.

Senator Boxer. Okay, so we can tell our San Diego people that

their project is covered?
Ms. Browner. The Tijuana project.

Senator Boxer. Yes. That's the one we're concerned with.

Ms. Browner. Now, I think there is an additional project that

you're concerned about.

Senator Boxer. So the Tijuana part is taken care of.

I want to press you on the issue of the Coastal Cities Wastewater
Treatment Program. As I understand it, you have zeroed it out

except for Boston, and you've come up with some criteria which—

I

don't understand how Boston fits those and California doesn't fit

those, so maybe you can explain to me why you zeroed it out, and
why Los Angeles and San Diego don't fit the same criteria you set

for Boston to qualify.

Ms. Browner. Senator Boxer, in looking at the budget and
trying to address some very difficult issues, it became clear to me
and to the administration that what we really need to do is develop

a program, and we have begun work on this and would hope to in-

clude it in the fiscal year 1995 budget, of some sort of method for

addressing the concerns raised by a number of cities who are expe-

riencing significant increases to their ratepayers for wastewater
treatment projects.

The formula that is included in this budget—and you are quite

right, we do believe that Boston will be the only city that can qual-

ify for that—is a formula based on the amount of "rate shock," if

you will, that the individual ratepayers will experience. But we are

absolutely committed, rather than doing this sort of on a piecemeal
basis, to come back and to work together to develop a comprehen-
sive program that will address the concerns of all of those cities

that are going to experience "rate shock" as they come into compli-

ance with the Clean Water Act.

Senator Boxer. I'm going to put together some numbers here, be-

cause I think we will.

I want to know why you zeroed out this program, this Coastal

Cities Wastewater Treatment Program, except for Boston.

Ms. Browner. Again, this was one of the most difficult decisions

that we had to make. We believed on balance that the better way
to address the concerns raised by—there are a number of other

cities that will also not receive funding in the fiscal year 1994

budget

—

Senator Boxer. The Coastal Cities Wastewater Treatment Pro-

gram consisted of Seattle, San Diego, Los Angeles, Boston, New
York, and Baltimore. These cities, you may know, are struggling

mightily, and they have just come out of a decade of neglect.
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Mr. Chairman, I thought we were going to be facing a little bit of
a different attitude here in terms of our cities. The only one that
comes out with anything is Boston. I am very concerned about this.

What I hear you saying is that you're going to look at it for fiscal

year 1995?
Ms. Browner. Yes.
Senator Boxer. But you did away with this program because you

thought it was more important to do the drinking water, as one ex-

ample?
Ms. Browner. You have to look at our budget as a whole. It's an

effort to develop priorities and to place resources into those areas
that we feel are extremely important.

I think the thing to remember is that the State revolving fund is

a mechanism to help provide dollars to all of the communities in

need, and that as we look at an expanded clean water SRF, these
are the sort of questions that we need to be asking and that we
need to be striving to answer.
Senator Boxer. Well, I can answer the question of whether or

not Seattle, San Diego, Los Angeles, Boston, New York, or Balti-

more needed that Coastal Program, and the answer is yes. By zero-

ing them out, except for one city, I think you've left a gaping hole
here. Filling in with other programs which we all support is impor-
tant, but I guess it reaches to Senator Chafee's point, that we have
a program that is doing well, then we walk away and we start a
new program. I support the new program, but I'm still very con-

cerned about this.

Could I ask one more question?
Senator Baucus. Absolutely.
Senator Boxer. On Superfund, you wrote in your testimony the

following: "At current rates of private party participation we do
not anticipate a decrease in the pace of site cleanups," even though
you are decreasing the funding by $77 million. That's good, and I'm
glad, because I don't think that when you throw money at a pro-

gram, it necessarily makes it better. But I think the pace of Super-
fund cleanups is an abomination. In California, we have 95 sites;

Mr. Chairman, they have cleaned up one site to completion.
Out of the 1,200 sites, how many have we cleaned? Sixty?

Ms. Browner. Out of the 1,200, construction has been completed
on 160.

Senator Boxer. On 160. So when you say that "at current rates

of private participation we do not anticipate a decrease in the pace
of site cleanup," I am saying, why aren't we aiming for a speedup
in cleanups?
Ms. Browner. I think it's important to make sure that we do a

good job on this. And we will be back before the subcommittee
later this week to speak specifically to Superfund. But right now
we anticipate that we can deal with 52 cleanups a year, approxi-

mately one a week. That is based on the existing level of resources

that we have available to us, the staff that we have available for

the program. We may be able to do a little bit better than that. We
are certainly doing everjrthing we possibly can to exceed that. We
were able to exceed that in the last fiscal year, and perhaps we will

again. As we look at our numbers we will get a better sense of that.
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But it's not a question of just more money. It's a question of look-

ing at the program as a whole, and looking again at the staff we
bring to the program in terms of what we're able to do.

Senator Boxer. I don't have any problem with the fact that you

cut some of the money. I have a problem with this statement,

"don't anticipate a decrease in the pace of cleanups."

Ms. Browner. Maybe this would clarify it. There is a reduction,

and I'm going to be honest about this, in this budget in terms of

the dollars available from the Superfund trust fund, if you will.

There is a reduction. I think it's approximately $84 million. Now, a

piece of that represents a Congressional add-on, and a piece of that

represents efficiencies we have been able to achieve in the pro-

gram, everything from expedited cleanups—we now do a much
better job of getting responsible parties to actually handle the

cleanup. Seventy percent of cleanups are handled by responsible

parties.

So there have been some changes. Again, we will be back tomor-

row on this.

Senator Boxer. I'm on the subcommittee, so I will see that.

Senator Baucus. But even at your optimistic rate of 52 a year,

that means it's going to take at least 24 years at that rate?

Ms. Browner. If we don't add any more sites.

Senator Baucus. If there are no more sites, that's correct.

Also, I am a little bit perplexed by your answer to Senator Boxer

on why Boston, and not other cities, qualified for the Coastal Cities

Program. I would like you to submit documentation to this commit-

tee as to why other cities do not qualify, compared to Boston, and
the reasons. Because I am not fully persuaded by what you say is

the reason for what you've done.

Ms. Browner. We will submit an explanation of that formula.

[The information referred to follows:]
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INSERT FOR THE RECORD

BOSTON HARBOR

SENATOR BAUCUS : What is the basis for the Agency's commitment

to continue funding of the cleanup for Boston Harbor when funding

for other coastal cities with similar problems is being

discontinued? Is this the most effective use of funds to achieve

the goals set forth in the Clean Water Act?

ANSWER: As you know, coastal city grant funding was not

included in the EPA's FY 1994 budget request. Such grant funding is

no longer being requested because we believe that the State

Revolving Fund (SRF) program should be the primary vehicle for

providing financial assistance to States and municipalities for the

construction of wastewater treatment facilities. Targeting of funds

to specific communities draws funds away from SRFs which are

designed to provide funds for the highest priority projects in each

State.

We are requesting $100 million in grant funding for "Needy

Cities" because we were trying to assist cities with significant

needs for secondary treatment and which are facing significant

hardship in affording the cost of needed secondary treatment

facilities. This program is targeted for cities with documented

secondary treatment needs in excess of $2 billion and with

residential wastewater user charges in excess of 0.65 percent of

median household income. The criteria used to develop these

parameters of the special needs program was based on various

analyses that compared the wastewater treatment needs against the

financial impact of addressing these needs. EPA identified only two
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cities (New York and Boston) which have secondary treatment needs in

excess of $2 billion and of these two cities only Boston has a user

charge which exceeds 0.65 percent of median household income.

The Administration, in general, opposes the earmarking of

funds with wastewater treatment funds. However, we are concerned

about the cost burden faced by several communities and are reviewing

options to establish a self -financing fund to address infrastructure

needs of communities that face exceptionally burdensome costs to

meet secondary treatment standards.

The key arguments in favor of funding Boston Harbor are 1) it

is one of two communities with needs greater than $2 billion for

meeting the cost of secondary treatment and 2) it is the only

community with such needs with user charges in excess of 0.65

percent of median household income. Additionally, Boston has

demonstrated a much greater ability to put appropriated funds to

work than most of the coastal cities. The following table compares

the amounts appropriated with funds obligated through March 31,

1993.

City

Boston

New York

Los Angeles

San Diego

Seattle

Baltimore

FY 92/93 Appropriations
($ Millions)

200.0

140.0

110.0

85.5

70.0

80.0

3/31/93
Obligations

($ Million)

144.8

31.2

0.0

38.5

0.0

29.0
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Senator Baucus. Senator Durenberger?
Senator Durenberger. Mr. Chairman, I apologize once again for

being absent.
I understand, Ms. Browner, that you did respond to several ques-

tions that I had relative to safe drinking water and some of the
issues that I raised in my opening statement. I also understand
that while I was out Senator Chafee asked you about priorities in
the budget process and whether the agency ever looked at spending
in relationship to the biggest health risks. I am told he mentioned
lead in children and Giardia as examples.

I wanted to note that Bill Reilly asked the Science Advisory
Board to undertake just such a comparison, and they concluded
that drinking water quality is among the top four problems. I think
they had ambient air quality, nonpoint pollution, drinking water,
and then workplace exposure to toxics.

I wanted to reinforce that in the context of his question, in the
context of water quality.

Let me ask you a question as sort of a follow-on to the safe drink-
ing water issue. When you were here for your confirmation I gave
you a letter that was signed by this broad cross-section of the
drinking water and environmental communities, and they were
urging increases in the public water supply system grants, the ones
that are used by the States to pay for oversight.

It has always been my impression that good State oversight is

critical to the program, and we built some flexibility into the law,
and your predecessors built it into the regulations, so that they
could reduce the compliance costs for local drinking water systems.

In 1993 the public water system grants were $59 million. If I un-
derstand it correctly, your 1994 budget didn't have an increase, just
level funding at $59 million. I must say that it's surprising to me
that there wouldn't be room in the budget to increase this just a
few million dollars.

I wonder if you wouldn't try to square these two things, a big
new grant program for local infrastructure, but no increase in the
oversight.

Ms. Browner. I think you raise a very, very valid issue, the
question of the monies available to the States for the day-to-day
management of the program. It has, I think, been at a constant ap-
proximately $60 million for some time now.
One of the issues we are looking at in proposing the safe drink-

ing water SRF is the possibility of a setaside within that SRF to go
to the very issues that you raised, the day-to-day management of
the program, to actually provide greater funding to the States to

deal with those responsibilities.

Senator Durenberger. What's their incentive to do it, though?
Ms. Browner. I'm sorry?
Senator Durenberger. What's the State's incentive with a set-

aside, if they can use it for infrastructure building rather than for

oversight?
Ms. Browner. Well, an individual State would have the opportu-

nity to make that decision. If they are able to get additional funds
through their State legislative process for the day-to-day manage-
ment, then perhaps they wouldn't access the setaside. If it's some-
thing their State legislature has not been historically inclined to
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assist them in, then they could access the setaside. It provides the

States with flexibility in terms of how they manage these re-

sources. I think it's something that many of the States would con-

sider a positive. It might well be that in the future, in fiscal year

1995, we should look at an increase in the grants monies available

to the States, that might be more appropriate. But in terms of deal-

ing with the situation as we find it right now, I think a setaside

could be very helpful to the States.

Senator Durenberger. I want to ask you another question or

two off the water subject, but pretty important to my State and a

lot of other States around the country, and that's the Oxygenated
Fuels Program issue. I think we all know about the wintertime

program to cut carbon monoxide emissions.

Last year, or last winter, I guess, we had some problems in

Alaska, Montana, and New Jersey about adverse health effects

from MTBE, and as I understand it, as a result—in fact, I have a
letter that of April 1—EPA is doing some more research on the

health effects before we get to the next nonattainment season.

I wonder if you could tell us something about where that re-

search stands today, how you're going to decide what to do with the

research, and so forth.

Ms. Browner. Senator, you are exactly right. Concerns have
been raised in several communities. We are in the process right

now of evaluating those concerns and will be making a proposal in

terms of what steps are necessary to address them. I can give you a

more detailed answer in writing in terms of the various things that

we are doing, but we are aware—and I am aware—of the concerns

in those communities, and we are moving to address them.
Senator Durenberger. As you address that, let me add a par-

ticular concern about the issue of reference doses as it applies to

MTBE.
As I understand it, there are some people in the research and de-

velopment office at EPA working on a proposal right now to relax

the reference dose for MTBE. I guess I would caution them by cau-

tioning you that if that is the case, maybe put that on hold until

you get the results of this study.

Ms. Browner. I'm not aware of the work that you make refer-

ence to. It may well be occurring. We will obviously check that,

and we will also let you know about that.

Senator Durenberger. In case somebody didn't say it while I

was out, on the safe drinking water issue, can I say something
really nice about Mr. Elder and the whole team over there? They
are in a difficult situation and I think they're doing a pretty good

job.

Ms. Browner. Thank you very much.
Senator Baucus. Thank you. Senator.

I would like to turn to a very able member of our committee, the

distinguished majority leader.

STATEMENT OF HON. GEORGE J. MITCHELL, U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF MAINE

Senator Mitchell. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much for your
courtesy in permitting me to make a brief statement.
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Because of my duties as majority leader, I do not often attend
committee meetings, but I wanted to come today to express my per-

sonal concern and support for the effort that you are making, Ms.
Browner, and the effort that the President is making in this area,

and to urge you on in that effort.

First let me say that we hope the next time you come here, we
will be able to call you Secretary.
Ms. Browner. Thank you.
Senator Mitchell. We look forward to that. If the House acts, we

can get that legislation into law.
I believe that the most important element of the President's

budget proposals for the EPA is the expanded support for environ-
mental infrastructure. The President has proposed supplemental
funding for State sewage treatment loan funds in this fiscal year,

and future expansion of the program to help small communities,
and to make a wider range of projects eligible for assistance, in-

cluding combined sewer overflow control, nonpoint pollution con-

trol, and stormwater control projects.

In addition, he has proposed creating a new loan fund for drink-

ing water projects, beginning with $600 million in fiscal year 1994
and rising to $1 billion in 1995 and future years.

I believe the President has set the right course. Investment in

environmental infrastructure projects protects the environment,
improves public health, and creates hundreds of thousands of jobs

in construction.
In recent weeks especially we have heard repeated calls for re-

ducing our investment in environmental infrastructure, for lower-

ing our public health and environmental standards, and for apply-

ing ever more strict cost-benefit tests to environmental projects.

Many of these proposals are in response to the concerns of commu-
nities for the costs they must meet to deal with environmental and
public health goals.

I personally met with municipal officials from all over my own
State of Maine, and I have heard very clearly and forcefully their

concern for the growing cost of environmental and public health
projects. But most of the officials with whom I meet do not ask that

we reduce environmental or public health standards. They do ask
that the Federal Government restore the partnership among the
Federal, State and local governments which for many years
brought communities a cleaner environment and a higher standard
of public health at a cost they could afford, along with the added
benefit of thousands of construction jobs.

The President has proposed to rebuild the environmental part-

nership and the shared commitment that brought us dramatic en-

vironmental benefits, like the cleanup of our rivers and streams
under the Clean Water Act. I think that every member of this com-
mittee can recall the time when most of our rivers were stinking,

open sewers. Passage of the Clean Water Act, with a substantial

funding commitment, began 20 years of successful cooperation in

water pollution control.

This budget is a first step toward rebuilding that Federal, State

and local partnership for environmental protection and economic
health. It is a good start for 1994, but, of course, there is more that

we need to do.
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I look forward to working with the President; with you, Adminis-
trator Browner; and especially with our chairman, Senator Baucus,
who has been a national leader in this effort, as has Senator
Chafee when he was chairman, and now as ranking member. And I

urge you in your position and with your eloquence to take the lead

in making the case for an expanded investment in environmental
infrastructure. It is a case that is important to our country. It

needs to be made, and we look forward to working with you on
that.

Mr. Chairman, again I thank you for your courtesy in permitting
me to be here today.

Senator Baucus. Thank you very much. Senator. I appreciate

that statement. In fact, it's a subject we have been addressing al-

ready this morning. Thank you very much.
In that regard, Ms. Browner, could you give us a little better idea

of what you are doing to address the States' concerns about over-

regulation and hassle from EPA? You had a considerable direct ex-

perience with this problem when you were in Florida. What are

you doing now that you are at the other end to help alleviate some
of the burdensome and very legitimate complaints that State and
local governments have with respect to EPA?
Ms. Browner. Several things

—

Senator Baucus. You mentioned some in your statement, but
perhaps you could go into that in a little more detail.

Ms. Browner. First of all, the agency has been involved in an
analysis of State capacity, and we are completing that analysis. I

believe that will provide us with a framework of how to structure

the relationship between the Federal Government and State gov-

ernments to develop the capacity. As I think we are all aware, dif-

ferent States have placed different priorities on their environmen-
tal programs, different funding levels, and what we would like to

do is work with all of the States to make sure that the best possible

use of resources is occurring.

Senator Baucus. What's the biggest complaint that the States

have, in your view?
Ms. Browner. It really varies. Some States want more delegation

because they feel they have the ability to do it, but in some in-

stances the flexibilities don't exist for us to provide greater delega-

tion. For other States, they feel like they can't deal with some
issues. One issue that has come up is the whole question on prima-

cy with drinking water. There are States that have seriously con-

sidered returning primacy to the Federal Government.
I'll be very honest with you, we don't have the resources to

manage even one major State if primacy were to be returned. It is

just not something that has ever been really funded in our budget,

and it would put us—and perhaps the citizens of that State—at

some risk.

The other thing that we are doing, tomorrow we will begin the

process of meeting with the heads of State agencies to actually talk

with them, to seek their input in every single thing that we do. We
are putting together committees of State representatives for the

legislative proposals on which we will be looking forward to work-
ing with the committee.
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Again, the intention is not to exclude the States from the process

or to give them less of a responsibility than they might be able to

assume, but sometimes the effect has been just that. So we are

going back to the States and asking them to be full players as we
come through these processes.

Senator Baucus. Do you have a deadline by which you plan to

have a pretty good idea as to what the solution to this problem is?

Ms. Browner. In terms of the States?

Senator Baucus. Is it just ongoing?
Ms. Browner. I think it has to be ongoing.

Senator Baucus. Or are you dedicating a certain task force, a
certain group or something, to get a handle on this thing and have
a solution—about as much as one can have one—by a certain date?

Or is this another project that goes on the never-ending pile and it

just goes on and on?
Ms. Browner. I think it's two-fold. One is the State capacity.

That has been a specific project, putting in place the structures

that allow for the States to participate more effectively in specific

rulemaking and legislative development. Those are specific struc-

tures that we will develop.

The other is that, quite frankly, we have to work on this in every

aspect of what we do. We have to facilitate the relationship be-

tween us and our State partners. That's not something we've done.

Senator Baucus. You're the Administrator, so it's your job to

find solutions. I'll just tell you, I will ask you this question again in

what I think is a reasonable period of time, and I will match what
I hear from the States compared with what you may or may not

have done by then.

Ms. Browner. I'll give you an example. Just two weeks ago we
were asked by the State of New York to make an expedited deci-

sion, something the agency historically has not tended to do. We
turned the decision around in 48 hours. That's an indication of our

commitment to a new way of dealing with the States. When they

are out there implementing the Federal laws that we have delegat-

ed to them, we have to be there to give them the timely decisions

they need to move forward with those delegations. We were able to

do it.

Senator Baucus. Senator Chafee has touched on this next ques-

tion. Could you tell us about your performance indicators and how
you measure performance, and in what areas, to better get at the

question of whether your agency's time and resources are well

spent? I think you've done it in some areas and some programs, but

could you just tell me the degree to which you have performance
indicators where you measure results as well as you can, to give us

a better idea of whether our resources are appropriately placed?

Ms. Browner. You're right in that we do have performance indi-

cators in some areas. What I believe we need to do is have more
performance indicators, and that we need to have a strategic plan-

ning process that integrates available resources with the environ-

mental goals of the agency and the priorities in terms of the health

risks that the American public is put at. We have to bring all this

together and, quite frankly, we have not done a particularly good

job of that integration.
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Senator Baucus. Does your agency have any present programs

with reasonably good indicators?

Ms. Browner. Superfund. And, under the Chief Financial Officer

Act, we do develop performance indicators.

If you want, we would be more than happy to provide you with a

list of those particular indicators.

Senator Baucus. Some say that your agency is in receivership

because you are under so many court orders. What about that?

That is the impression.

Ms. Browner. That's a legitimate concern. We are under a sig-

nificant number of court orders, a large number of them for failure

to meet congressionally mandated deadlines, and others for per-

ceived failure to implement statutes or to set standards in accord-

ance with those statutes.

I quite frankly don't think it is a very good use of taxpayer re-

sources when we end up in litigation over failure to meet statutory

deadlines.

Senator Baucus. So what is the solution?

Ms. Browner. The solution is to get in front of this, and the so-

lution is in the reauthorization process, to work with the commit-

tees to make sure that we can come to an agreement on deadlines

within existing resources, or to increase resources to allow us to

meet tighter deadlines.
,

Senator Baucus. Okay. Now, what percentage of the agency s

budget is now addressed to court orders?

Ms. Browner. That is something that I have asked the staff to

take a look at, and we are in the process of compiling that. We
have to look at it program by program, so we don't have that

answer.
Senator Baucus. What would be your best guess at this point?

You've been there for three months now.

Ms. Browner. Air is probably the largest, and solid waste would

also be high. The Air—AA is estimate roughly 20 percent of our

resources right now go to dealing with litigation.

Senator Baucus. That's in Air? About 20-some percent?

Ms. Browner. And an equal amount in solid waste.

Senator Baucus. Do you have some kind of a work-out schedule?

I mean, if you're under receivership, working out your past debts,

in my analogy, do you have some date by which you plan to be out

from under receivership?

Ms. Browner. What we have been attempting to do is look at

those cases where we believe there is some opportunity to work

with the parties in a more cooperative manner, in a nonadversarial

or nonlegal manner, to see if we can come to an agreement on how
we should proceed and what the priorities need to be.

What is happening right now with the litigation is that the liti-

gation is effectively setting the priorities, because we get these

court-imposed deadlines, and since none of us want to be in con-

tempt

—

Senator Baucus. I think therefore that you want to get out from

under these court orders.

Ms. Browner. Exactly.
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Senator Baucus. Well, I would like you to write me a schedule of

dates by which you plan to be totally out from under these court

orders.

Ms. Browner. We will attempt to answer that in as great detail

as possible. (See p. 48.)

Ms. Browner. Some of that is based on the willingness of the

parties suing us to work cooperatively with us.

Senator Baucus. I understand, but a lot of these deadlines are

deadlines that Congress sets, in large part because the agency indi-

cates that either they can meet the deadlines, or they do not voice

any objections, and it turns out that the agency doesn't meet the

deadlines.

Ms. Browner. Mr. Chairman, I can't speak to the commitments
the agency made. But I can tell you that I will not give a commit-

ment that I don't personally believe we can meet within existing

resources.

Senator Baucus. I hope that's true. Thank you.

Senator Graham?
Senator Graham. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I'd like to explore an issue of federalism. What do you see as the

appropriate relationship among your agency and the Federal Gov-

ernment and the States, using as the prime object the Clean Water
Act? What do you think should be the position over the next 5 to

10 years in terms of the relative financial responsibility of the Fed-

eral Government and the States for the financing of wastewater

and clean drinking water facilities?

Ms. Browner. Senator, the President's Vision for America

budget, which I believe is a four-year document, calls in the first

year, this year, for $1.2 billion for a new clean water SRF, moving

up to $2 billion in each of the following years.

The drinking water SRF begins at $600 million in fiscal year

1994 and goes to $1 billion in the following years.

Senator Graham. And what is the policy or philosophical ration-

ale for those levels of funding?

Ms. Browner. In the case of clean water, we do a needs assess-

ment. We work with the States on an annual basis to determine

the needs that exist, and we have a document which we would be

more than happy to make available to you.

[The information referred to follows:]
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INSERT FOR THE RECORD

NEEDS ASSESSMENT

SENATOR GRAHAM: And what is the policy or philosophical
rationale for those levels of funding?

MS. BROWNER: In the case of clean water, we do a needs
assessment. We work with the States on an annual basis to determine
the needs that exist, and we have a document which we would be more
than happy to make available to you.

Attached is a copy of the biennial 1990 Needs Survey for your

use. The 1992 Needs Survey is not yet final, but we have attached

the schedule for its completion. We are also providing Tables I and

II of the draft 1992 Needs Survey for your information. Data from

these tables have been used to respond to previous requests for

needs assessment.

We are scheduled to distribute the final Needs Survey by the

end of the fiscal year. It is Office of Water's policy to brief

congressional staff when a Needs Survey is published. We will be

happy to arrange a briefing for Senator Graham's staff at that time.
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SCHEDULE FOR 1992 NEEDS SURVEY

Mid June Approval to send to 0MB - Report to Congress on
1992 Needs Survey (Significant/Final) 9/30/93
Target

Late July Signature on Report to Congress on 1992 Needs
Survey (Significant/Final) 9/30/93 Target

The 1992 Needs Survey will be available for distribution by the end
of the fiscal year.

June 2, 1993
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Ms. Browner. We have made some estimates on the drinking

water side. We do not undertake the same level of analysis; we
have not historically done that, although that is certainly some-

thing that we think will be very important for us to do. In fact, we
have been thinking that perhaps one year we would do drinking

water and the next year we would do clean water, and we would

flip-flop back and forth in terms of doing that sort of analysis with

the States so that we could provide the Congress with the informa-

tion.

Senator Graham. We have been historically involved, first with a

Federal grant program and in the last few years with a revolving

loan program. In this period, in which the Federal Government is

facing such severe fiscal constraints and the desire to dramatically

reduce the Federal budget deficit, what is the contemporary ration-

ale beyond just the fact that historically we have had such a Feder-

al financial assistance program, for its continuation?

Ms. Browner. If I could say two things.

First, I think the revolving funds offer States the appropriate

flexibility to administer the program within their States to address

their concerns. I know from my experience in our States that we
felt that the revolving fund was a very valuable tool in terms of

reaching out to the communities across the State to provide them
with resources to meet the challenges that they face in terms of

clean water protections, wastewater treatment, etc.

Second, as we are all aware, there are large numbers of Federal

regulations in which the States participate in helping us meet. It is

important for us, as the Federal Government, to be a partner in

those activities in meeting those standards and the conditions that

are set by the regulations. The SRFs provide us with that opportu-

nity.

Finally, the only way we are going to achieve the level of protec-

tions that we need, that the public wants, is through a partnership

among Federal, State, and local government. State and local gov-

ernments have a tremendous amount of resources, knowledge and

experience that they bring to the table. I that the clean water SRF,

as it was structured in the final years, was a very good partner-

ship. It allowed for States to do what they thought was important,

and allowed the Federal Government to meet the requirements

that the Congress had deemed important. Generally, I think it was

a successful relationship.

Senator Graham. On the first rationale that you gave, which was
that the Federal Government has imposed regulations and there-

fore there is some commensurate obligation to provide at least a

portion of the financing, there are some who would take the posi-

tion that unless there is significant—if not total—Federal financing

of Federal mandates, those mandates should be discontinued. Is

that a policy premise that influenced this budget?

Ms. Browner. It's certainly a premise that I'm very familiar

with, since it is obviously a premise that is fairly important in

Florida law. It is something that I think the President also shares,

coming from a State that was dealing with—as all States are—in-

creasing Federal mandates.
I think it is important, though, that this be a partnership, that

the States also have to bring resources to the table, because there

68-400 - 93 - ?
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has to be this shared commitment, this shared sense of responsibil-

ity if we're going to do the very best job that we can to ensure the
success of these programs.
Senator Graham. There have been some difficulties, some of

which have been in the State of Florida and with which you are
familiar, with managing that partnership. To mention a couple,

one has been the fact that some local governments have held off

taking actions that were in their own self-interest because they felt

that if they acted prematurely, they would disadvantage their po-

tential of getting some Federal funding.
A second situation is where local governments have been subject-

ed to changing, and sometimes conflicting, regulatory standards
over a period of time because of the multiplicity of Government
agencies that were involved.

If we're going to have this partnership that will involve Federal
as well as non-Federal funds, what ideas do you have as to how we
can make that partnership work better?

Ms. Browner. I think you mentioned several. Clearly, there have
been problems noted in the clean water SRF in terms of making
sure that those dollars are readily available, and available in an
accessible way to some communities.
Senator Baucus. If you could shorten your answer, Ms. Browner,

because the time has expired and there are other Senators who
wish to ask questions.

Ms. Browner. I apologize.

Those are the sort of things that I think we should look at, and
that we are presently looking at, in terms of the clean water and
drinking water SRFs that we will be bringing forward.

Senator Baucus. Okay, thank you.

Senator Boxer?
Senator Boxer. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Administrator Browner, the Clean Water Act State revolving

loan allocation formula is based on needs and census data. It is my
understanding that the agency is using 1977 census data. Is that

correct?

Ms. Browner. That formula is set by statute. We don't make
that decision. The Congress makes the decision in terms of the

census data that is used.

Senator Boxer. Yes, and we will be reauthorizing the Clean
Water Act. Will you come up with a recommendation that we move
past the 1977 census?
Ms. Browner. We are working with the committee staff and

looking at all of the issues raised in the reauthorization, and I

would presume that's part of it.

Senator Boxer. I think we ought to use census data that makes
sense. This is 1993. Are you going to recommend that we change?
Ms. Browner. We didn't make that decision.

Senator Boxer. We are going to be reauthorizing this act. Are
you going to recommend to us that we use more updated census fig-

ures? Do you think we should use more updated census figures?

Ms. Browner. I think we should.

Senator Boxer. Thank you. That's good, because California has
grown by 10 million people since 1977, and Florida and Texas have
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grown enormously. This isn't a fair formula. So I think this is a
crucial issue for us to look at.

We have had several witnesses come before the committee to

speak about the disproportionate share of exposure borne by people
of color or the economically less well-off segments of our society. I

note in the fiscal year 1994 budget document that EPA has allocat-

ed the same level of funding for the Office of Environmental
Equity in 1994 as in 1993.

Do you have a vision of what is to be done about the issue of en-

vironmental equity? Does it involve a more proactive stance on the
part of EPA in health effects studies and rulemaking and technical
assistance to empower local communities to better deal with envi-

ronmental threats to their health? What is your vision about this

office? Not so much the money, but what do you hope to do with
this office?

Ms. Browner. I think you are exactly right, that there are
people less fortunate in our society who have been asked to bear a
greater amount of the burden associated with a number of environ-
mental problems, and we are committed to addressing those con-

cerns and to working with local communities in developing solu-

tions. We have absolutely got to work with local communities. We
are also committed to research to focus on the communities at

greatest risk.

Senator Boxer. I hope you will take this very seriously, because I

am finding a pathetic situation. Senator Chafee talked about the
levels of lead in the inner city. We are losing a lot of children who
are not living up to their potential, so I wanted to put my word in

for that.

Let me get back to the Coastal Cities wastewater problem with-
out pressing you more on that issue, because we will have to dis-

cuss it later. But in the meantime, we have a situation where the
city of San Diego is trying to meet a court order. They've gotten
approval for a lower cost alternative to the one that EPA has ap-
proved. I'm a little frustrated about this because as we see this

Coastal Cities Wastewater Program go to zero—except for Boston,
which I'm still concerned about—we don't seem to be able to get

enough flexibility out of EPA.
I'm wondering, without your committing to any solution, would

you designate someone on your staff who is a person with some
sense of responsibility and authority to meet with me and those
folks? Because I think we could save over a billion dollars and
solve this problem, especially in light of the fact that they can't

look to the Coastal Cities Program to help them through it. Would
you be willing to give us a little time on that particular project?

Ms. Browner. Absolutely. We'd be more than happy to sit down
with you.
Senator Boxer. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Baucus. Thank you, Senator Boxer.
Senator Faircloth?
Senator Faircloth. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. Browner, I have several questions that at first might appear

not to be a big deal. I have been supportive of you and the EPA. I

am sure you're aware that outside of Washington, North Carolina
is the biggest facility you have, employing some 3,100 people, with
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a $350 million a year budget. So some of the things I want to talk

about might be more of an image problem than a "massive amount
of money" problem.

I think the American people have become very sensitive to Fed-
eral spending. They want to see the budget cut from Alpha to

Omega, and they don't intend to skip the Iotas, and some of these
might come under that.

There is in the plans, and I see more money going into it, the
building of a new facility in Raleigh, a 625,000-square-foot facility. I

ran for the Senate on cutting Federal spending. That included
North Carolina, where it was possible.

The facility you are in is 20 years old. There is nothing to be
gained, from a monetary standpoint, by building a new building. In

view of the fact that we're borrowing over $1 billion a day, to talk

about a $300 million facility, more or less—certainly it will cost

that by the time you get moved in it and equipped, but you can
take $275 million or $260 million, whatever figure you want—but
anyway, to further put the country in debt with a new facility? Do
you not think that's a bad idea?
Ms. Browner. I understand the concern you raise. You have to

look at this in comparison to what it is costing us to lease 12 sepa-

rate facilities over a 15-mile area in Research Triangle Park, and
that is what we have done ever since we moved to Research Trian-

gle Park.
What we are proposing is $260 million to build a facility that,

over a 30-year period, would result in a savings of $1.4 billion be-

cause we wouldn't have the lease payments.
The other reason it is important that we construct this facility is

to give us the space and the place to do the quality science that we
want to do. Right now we are in places that were not built as labs,

that were not built to do the sort of technological work that we
need to do. We've sort of reconfigured things, and it has not been
particularly successful. We believe that getting us a facility that is

built to meet the needs of the agency, the scientific needs of the

agency, in fact will be a very good investment of taxpayer dollars.

Senator Faircloth. Well, the figures you cite, the saving of $1.4

billion, there's nothing to justify that. If you borrow the money—
and of course, the only way the Federal Government gets money is

to borrow it—you're going to have $625 million in interest over 30

years, even at 6.75 percent interest, so you've got a wash at the end
of the period.

But moving on from that, another thing that may be minor, EPA
pays for part of the initiation fee for employees to join a health

club. Why would we be doing that? Why don't they pay it out of

their own money?
Ms. Browner. The Congress authorized Federal agencies to

make facilities available to their employees. In certain locations we
have a facility; in others, because it is not cost-effective, we subsi-

dize. We do not fully cover the costs of these memberships. We help

employees. The total cost to the agency—we employ over 17,000

people—of all of the fitness-related expenditures is $1.3 million. I

think it's a relatively small amount for the benefits that are de-

rived. The employees are only allowed to use the facilities on their

own time.
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Senator Faircloth. All right. You say $1.3 million, and in Feder-

al Government language, that's practically not any money. But the

idea is that the taxpayers are paying for a facility for people to ex-

ercise in. Now, in the private sector, that is a rare occurrence.

We're taking the money out of people who work; I mean, all day,

drive trucks, pack food, metalworking.
Would you join me in supporting an amendment to get rid of any

Federal funding of health facilities?

Also, not in your department, as I understand it, but in many,
many departments, they give time off, two and a half to three

hours a week to exercise.

Would you join me in supporting that as a way of indicating that

we are determined to cut spending and be more sensitive to what
the public believes?

Ms. Browner. Senator, I certainly understand your concern and
the public's concern. I have to tell you that I think the $1.3 million

is extremely well spent. The most important thing in doing the job

that the public asks us to do is to make sure that our employees

are fit, that they are psychologically prepared, and I think this is a

relatively small expenditure for 17,000 people to have access to

workout facilities on their own time.

Again, they do have to contribute at those locations where we do

not have our own facility.

Senator Faircloth. Ms. Browner, if you have people in EPA that

need to be coaxed and bribed into exercising and looking after

themselves, you've hired the wrong type of people. People who are

determined are quite capable of exercising and looking after them-

selves without an inducement and bribery by the Federal Govern-

ment.
Senator Baucus. Thank you. Senator.

Senator Lautenberg?
Senator Lautenberg. I'll try to be uncustomarily brief.

I welcome the Administrator here. We've had a chance to exam-
ine these issues in the Appropriations Committee, and therefore I

will avoid some of the same things we talked about.

I'm glad to see you. I am delighted to see that the programs are

moving along quite well. Once we get our budgetary structure into

form, decisions about the stimulus package, etc.—and I understand

questions were raised about what happens to the funds that were

essentially reserved for the stimulus package, and since that is no

longer going to be there, I want to align myself with those who en-

courage you and the department to put those funds especially into

sewage treatment. That's so important.

I wonder what you would be doing in terms of the new landfill

standards. You have agreed to extend the date for new standards

for compliance to October of this year. I wonder if you could tell

me what you have decided to do in terms of developing those stand-

ards, and when the changes that you intend to make can be made.

Ms. Browner. Senator, what I committed to do was to look on an
expedited basis at what we could do administratively to address the

concerns that are being raised by a large number of municipalities.

We have not formulated a final proposal on that, and in fact

wanted to work with the committee staff in preparation of such a

proposal.
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We have said that we recognize there is a concern. We believe

there may be some flexibility administratively to address the con-

cerns that have been raised, but we have not formulated a final

recommendation

.

Senator Lautenberg. However, that would be done before Octo-

ber?

Ms. Browner. That would be meaningful, right. We recognize

that if we can't move quickly, then the October date is upon us.

Senator Lautenberg. Okay.
We have a problem in our port area with dioxins. There was

funding for research on the disposition of these materials. You and
I have discussed the need to develop environmentally appropriate

disposal methods for sediment dredged from our Nation's ports.

Last year, at the request of both the environmental community
and the port, I worked to provide EPA with $2.7 million for sedi-

ment decontamination research. New tools for that process should

help us avoid future problems in port dredging against the clean

environment.
I know there was some concern that the budget does not provide

funding to continue this work. Do you think that we need to ex-

plore the opportunities for a sediment decontamination program?
Are you willing to consider that EPA should continue this activity?

Ms. Browner. We do intend to continue our work in this area.

The issue you raise is a very important one. It is an issue that con-

fronts a number of ports around the country.

Next week we will undertake a meeting of our regional staffs in

Region II and Region IV with the ports that are experiencing the

problems to see if we can develop a better way of dealing with

these issues in the future than perhaps the experience that took

place recently in the New Jersey situation.

Senator Lautenberg. Are you saying that you're looking for

ways to deal with the interested parties? Or are we going to be

doing the research that is essential, even before the decisions can

be made?
Ms. Browner. We have a lot of ongoing research associated with

the sediment issues and we could provide you with a report on

that.

Senator Lautenberg. Okay.
[The information referred to follows:]
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INSERT FOR THE RECORD

SEDIMENT DECONTAMINATION RESEARCH

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Are you saying that you're looking for
ways to deal with the interested parties? Or are we going to be
doing the research that is essential, even before the decisions can
be made

:

MS. BROWNER: We have a lot of ongoing research associated
with the sediment issues and we could provide you with a report on
that.

SENATOR LAUTENBERG: Okay.

The $2.7 million Congressional Add-on we received in FY 1993

is being used to investigate decontamination of sediments in the New

York-New Jersey Harbor. A variety of technologies are being

assessed for their effectiveness in removing mercury, PCBs and

dioxin from these coastal sediments. The results of these studies

will be available over the next 2 years. Moreover, EPA will

continue to develop standard sediment bioassays using marine,

estuarine, and freshwater species. These bioasssays are needed to

identify and assess contaminated sediment hotspots (within New York

- New Jersey Harbor) and at other coastal sites in the United

States. EPA will also encourage the transfer and application of

sediment decontamination technologies demonstrated on a pilot scale

in the Great Lakes Assessment and Remediation of Contaminated

Sediment (ARCS) program. In addition, EPA will continue gathering

existing data to develop a national inventory of contaminated

sediment sites as required by the Water Resources Development Act of

1992. Once the results of the studies conducted with the $2.7

million are available, the Agency will evaluate whether we need to

commit additional funds to continue this activity.
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Senator Lautenberg. Will there be funding provided in your
budget to do that?
Ms. Browner. We believe that the $2.7 million you made avail-

able to us last year will last through fiscal year 1994, that we will

be able to continue our activities as you anticipated.

Senator Lautenberg. All right.

One last thing. I am developing legislation to charge EPA with
providing assistance to American companies to expand exports of

environmental goods, services, and technologies. When I was in Rio
with my colleagues here and with now-Vice President Gore, we
were impressed by the opportunities presented by the U.S. techno-
logical leadership in this area.

Do you support efforts to increase EPA's role in encouraging
these aspects of environmental technology?
Ms. Browner. Absolutely. We believe there is a tremendous op-

portunity for American businesses.

Senator Lautenberg. Great. I will count on you to work with
me, and I thank you very much.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Baucus. Senator Chafee?
Senator Chafee. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First, Madam Administrator, I want to congratulate you for the

increased funds you are putting into nonpoint source pollution. As
we recognize—and I guess sometimes it isn't fully appreciated

—

over 50 percent of the pollution in our lakes and rivers and
streams comes from nonpoint source pollution. This is a tough
matter to handle, as you well know. It involves getting the States

interested and concerned and prepared to do something about it. I

assume that these are matching grants out to the States.

Second, Senator Lautenberg mentioned helping with the technol-

ogy, and we're all for that. But I must say, I wasn't clear on your
opening statement. Did I understand that you are putting $16 mil-

lion into this? On page 4, "identified in the administration's invest-

ment package to identify high-priority environmental technological

needs." What's that all about?
I think we ought to exploit this, but I'm not sure that yours is

the organization to do it. In other words, isn't this in the jurisdic-

tion of the Commerce Department? Are you out peddling creative

products that the private sector has developed?
Ms. Browner. Senator, we work in conjunction with the Depart-

ment of Commerce, with the Department of Energy, with the De-
partment of Defense, and several others in terms of developing the
technologies. Commerce is obviously the more appropriate agency
in terms of making those technologies available to other countries.

However, because of our international work with other countries

we do have an awareness of the needs and the tremendous desire

for these technologies.

But the most important thing we can do is work with our sister

agencies, work with the private sector, the entrepreneurs out there

who are part of these technology initiatives, to bring the technolo-

gy to bear, to make sure that it achieves the standards that it is

designed to achieve.
I think that the $36 million that is included as part of the Presi-

dent's technology initiative in our budget, while not of the magni-
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tude that some of the other agencies have, is a very important $36
million.

Senator Chafee. We all agree on the theory. I'm just not sure
how it works practically.

Let's say somebody develops a new type of scrubber, and your
agency believes it is a very good one and thinks that there are
international possibilities with it. Now, what happens?
Ms. Browner. The Department of Commerce has a program that

involves 18 other agencies that would look for opportunities in

terms of mass production of the technology and export opportuni-
ties.

We are involved on the development side. We are aware as new
regulations come into being, where technologies are going to need
to be developed. We work in the development aspect of it. We do
not put a tremendous amount of time into the commercialization of
these technologies.

Senator Chafee. Okay. So somebody comes to you. It's Westing-
house, and they think they've got something pretty good. Do you
put money into it, in Westinghouse? I'm just not sure what hap-
pens.

Ms. Browner. No. We don't have a grants program, to the best
of my knowledge, to individual companies. Some of the $36 million
is available to be combined with other agencies in their efforts, but
the large portion of it, $24 million, is in our research and develop-
ment program.
Senator Chafee. Well, as I say, I was with Senator Lautenberg

and Senator Baucus in Rio, and we met some of our American de-
velopers down there. It undoubtedly is a very fruitful potential
market. I just find it very difficult to decide how the Federal Gov-
ernment chooses winners and losers among the companies that
come to you.

Finally, let me just say that there has been some criticism about
the so-called Green Lights Program. As I understand it, you are
having a major increase in that. The concerns are that you are
helping a series of Fortune 500 companies, and it ought to be in
their own interests to do it themselves. What do you say about
that?
Ms. Browner. I think that the Green Lights Program is another

example of how we need to do things in the future in terms of
working in partnership. In this instance, it's with the private
sector. The amount of money that we actually spend with any indi-

vidual company is not very significant when you look at the bene-
fits that are reaped for the population as a whole: the clean air, the
reduction in energy use.

We put in an awfully small amount to get back an awful lot, and
I think there are tremendous needs out there and tremendous in-

terests in having us work in this cooperative manner with Ameri-
can businesses.

Senator Chafee. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Baucus. Thank you. Senator.
Ms. Browner, the cleanup bill for our Federal facilities, for DOD

and Department of Energy, is about $9 billion, something like that.
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which is much larger than cleanup under the jurisdiction of the

EPA.
What makes sense here? To what degree, in your honest judg-

ment, should EPA be involved in cleanup at Department of De-

fense and Department of Energy sites? It just seems to me, right

off the top, that EPA should be very directly involved so that there

is some continuity, some consistency; otherwise, the major cleanup

programs of this country are going to be outside your jurisdiction.

Ms. Browner. We do work with, and are increasing our partner-

ships with, the Department of Energy and the Department of De-

fense, associated with their cleanups.

I think that the base closures offer us at EPA and DOD an op-

portunity and a challenge. The challenge is to do the work in a

timely manner so that these properties can be put back into use by

the communities.
Senator Baucus. What is EPA's role?

Ms. Browner. Our role has got to be to make sure that we are

doing the cleanups, that the cleanups are being done in a way that

is constructive for the communities for the future use of the site.

We also have a real opportunity here to try out new technologies,

cleanup technologies, to see if we can help develop some new
models for how we undertake these cleanups. We are very excited

about that prospect.

But we do understand that we have a real responsibility here to

get these cleanups done in a timely manner, to work in a coordi-

nated manner.
Mr. Chairman, this is a scary situation in terms of the tremen-

dous responsibility that we all face in the Federal Government to

deal with these closures, but we are absolutely committed to being

part of the team that solves the problem. In no way do we want,

two or three years from now, to hear, "Well, it's because EPA
couldn't make a decision" that something didn't happen. That is

absolutely not going to be acceptable.

Senator Baucus. What is your understanding of the present rela-

tionship? What is the Defense Department's role and what is

EPA's role?

Ms. Browner. Well, in terms of their relationship, it s an im-

proving relationship.

Senator Baucus. Operationally, what happens?

Ms. Browner. We will work together to develop the cleanup

plans.

Senator Baucus. Do you each have veto power over the other.-'

Ms. Browner. That may have been the historical nature of the

relationship, but that is not a helpful relationship. We have got to

be involved together on the front end. We can't just sit over there

and wait for DOD to invest money in developing a solution and

come in at the last minute and say, "The solution is unacceptable."

So we are working right now with DOD to look at how to change

the relationship, so that we are involved together on the front end.

We have responsibility to review the cleanup plans, to certify

when the sites are clean, and to identify those parcels that are not

contaminated. That's our structural responsibility. But the reality

is that we are going to do the job, and we are going to do it by

working together.
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Senator Baucus. Your judgment is that the present arrangement
is satisfactory? Or does it need improvement? If it needs improve-
ment, what are your recommendations?
Ms. Browner. There need to be improvements. We are working

right now through the interagency process, which is new between
us and DOD at the level at which it now exists.

Senator Baucus. What needs to be improved?
Ms. Browner. How we come together on the front end.
Senator Baucus. Specifically. Not the conclusions, but more spe-

cifically, what needs to be improved?
Ms. Browner. The process of how we relate to each other. We

need to move outside of the adversarial relationship that has exist-

ed in many instances.

Senator Baucus. How do you accomplish that?
Ms. Browner. By becoming involved together on a particular

site at the front end.
I know that it sounds simple, but I really think that in many in-

stances this is the solution, getting us together early on in the
process rather than waiting until the process is completed.
Senator Baucus. You're the Administrator. It's not our job to ad-

minister. Hopefully, you're about to be the Secretary. I urge you to

take a long, hard look at this and make an honest assessment as to

whether the arrangement is satisfactory and appropriate for get-

ting the job done on a very timely basis. If it isn't satisfactory, I

very strongly urge you to do whatever you can within your own ju-

risdiction. If you need help from this committee, I very strongly
urge you to tell us what help you think you need.
Ms. Browner. Absolutely.
Senator Baucus. Thank you.
Senator Boxer?
Senator Boxer. Mr. Chairman, I don't have any other questions.

I really got a lot out of this debate.
I am very concerned about the military base cleanup. As I under-

stand it. President Clinton has set up a new Assistant Secretary of

Defense for Environmental Cleanup. Do you know if that person is

in place at this time?
Ms. Browner. I am not aware.
Senator Boxer. Okay.
Well, Mr. Chairman, I think that President Clinton understands

the problem here, that's why he has set up this new Under Secre-
tary of Defense, to deal just with cleanup.

That, Administrator Browner, should make it a lot easier for you
when you have a very top-level person who is an assistant to Secre-
tary Aspin, to deal with this.

I was urging my chairman to take a leadership role on this com-
mittee in this area, because if you look at all the problems that we
face, and it's going to take 24 years to clean up Superfund sites if

we don't add any others, we've got to make the cleanup of military
bases a separate and funded program out of the military. It's cru-

cial that it be done right, because these bases need to be used for

civilian purposes.
So I think, Mr. Chairman, that maybe you could consider, when

we do have this Under Secretary for Environmental Cleanup in

place in the Pentagon, maybe some type of joint hearing

—
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Senator Baucus. Well, we're scheduling a hearing on the 27th of

this month on Federal facilities.

Senator Boxer. I wasn't aware. That's terrific.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you very much. Administrator Browner.
Senator Baucus. You have a very, very tough job ahead of you. I

suspect it's even more difficult now than you first anticipated when
you were approached for this job.

I have the utmost confidence that you and the present Adminis-

tration will essentially solve these problems. We are fortunate that

we have a President who engages problems. He doesn't shirk frorn

problems; he deals with them head-on. Certainly, the Vice Presi-

dent is one who is likewise inclined, and I could tell that you are,

too. Many of these problems are legacies of past years. Without

casting any blame, they are upon us and we have to deal with

them. They have not been dealt with as directly as they should

have. You have the full cooperation of this committee in finding so-

lutions to the problems we've all talked about. The budget prob-

lems are just the tip of the iceberg, frankly; there are deeper and
underlying problems that are in some sense as great as the very

severe budget problems that your agency faces.

But even though you have this committee's cooperation, I know
that I and the committee can expect from you your very hard work
in dedicating every ounce of energy at your command to solving

these problems. When you do need help from this committee, let us

know and we will deal with those requests appropriately.

But we have a big problem ahead of us, and I just urge you to dig

into it and solve it so that a year, two years, three years from now,

when we have a similar hearing on budget requests, we're not re-

visiting these problems; or if we are, we are noticing progress

toward solutions.

Ms. Browner. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you for this

opportunity to discuss these important issues today.

Senator Baucus. You can rest assured that a year from now I

will be asking many of the same questions

—

Ms. Browner. Good.
Senator Baucus. —and I will give tremendous praise to those

areas where we see very definite progress. But where there is no

progress, that will be dealt with, too.

Ms. Browner. Thank you.

Senator Baucus. Thank you very much for coming.

I would like inform all Senators that we have until 5:00 o'clock

this afternoon to submit written questions for the Administrator to

answer.
Senator Baucus. The hearing is adjourned.

[Whereupon, at 11:58 a.m., the committee was adjourned, to re-

convene at the call of the Chair.]

[Administrator Browner's statement and replies to additional

questions follow:]
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STATEMENTOF CAROLM. BROWNER, ADMINISTRATOR

U.S. EIWIRONMENTALPROTECTION AGENCY

SENATE ENVIRONMENT AND PUBLIC WORKS COMMITTEE

HEARING ON

THE PRESIDENT'S BUDGET REQUEST FOR 1994

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee: I want to thank you for the

opportunity to present the President's FY 1994 Request for the U.S. Environmental

Protection Agency. As the new Administrator of EPA, I look forward to the excitement

and challenge of working with the President, other Agencies, the Congress and the public

to shape our Nation's environmental policies for the next four years.

Most important, I am looking forward to change. The American people voted for

change last November, and we akeady have initiated substantial changes at EPA. This

Administration is going to move the environment from the margins of national policy to

center stage. The President's strong support for passage of tiie Cabinet status legislation

and EPA's full participation on the new National Economic Council are just two

indicators of the importance of the environment to the Clinton Administration.

At a time when the American people are demanding better government, more

results for their tax dollars, and a smaller Federal budget deficit. President Clinton is

proposing to address these issues with a new environmental agenda, better management

of environmental programs, and increased Federal invesUnents to protect public health

and natural ecosystems.

Our FY 1994 Request promotes a new environmental agenda.

EPA's budget request for FY 1994 totals $6.4 billion. This includes $2.0 billion in

the investment portion of the Administration's request. Viewed in the context of the

Administration's overall FY 1994 budget -- a budget notable for its honesty, realism, and

emphasis on deficit reduction - this FY 1994 budget for EPA is an important measure of

the President's commitment to the environment. This budget will allow us to begin

making real changes and real progress in 1994 and beyond.
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This proposed budget is only the first step in an ongoing reevaluation of EPA's

priorities. I am initiating a comprehensive review of aU EPA spending. This review will

help us compare resource expenditures with national environmental priorities, as a basis

for future budgeting efforts.

The proposed FY 1994 budget for EPA was shaped in large part by four broad

goals: 1) increased assistance to state and local governments; 2) expansion of pollution

prevention programs and several other key initiatives; 3) emphasis on ecosystem-wide

protection; and 4) better management of pubUc resources in aU programs. EPA's

proposed investments in these areas are a good indication of how this Administration

intends to implement an agenda of change at EPA.

Assistance to State and Local Governments

This Administration believes very strongly that state and local govenmients are

the front line of environmental protection. As the former head oflFlorida's Department

of Environmental Regulation, I understand how state and local governments touch

American lives. I also understand how environmental costs are stretching state and local

budgets. Consequently, EPA's proposed FY 1994 budget includes several new initiatives,

and increased levels of investment, that respond to state and local needs.-

For example, to help protect the nation's drinking water, this budget proposes to

invest $599 million in 1994 (and $1 billion annuaUy from 1995 - 1997) to estabUsh a

Drinking Water State Revolving Fund. This fund would provide low-interest loans for

the repair and improvement of existing drinking water systems. Many such systems

across the country cannot afford the costs associated with the upgrading needed to meet

national drinking water standards. The Administration will be submitting authorizing

language for this new Drinking Water State Revolving Fund to the Congress in the near

future.

In addition, EPA's FY 1994 budget proposes a new authori2ation for capitalizing

Clean Water State Revolving Funds, for which EPA is requesting $1.2biUion in 1994

(and $2 billion annually from 1995 - 1997). This fund will provide low-interest financing
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for projects, including traditional wastewater treatment projects as well as stormwater,

combined sewer overflow projects, nonpoint source projects, and national estuaries

protection. The Administration will be submitting authorizing language for this new

Clean Water State Revolving Fund to the Congress shortly.

Besides proposing establishment of the Clean Water and Drinking Water State

Revolving Funds, this proposed budget requests $80 million for grants to reduce non-

point source pollution in our Nation's water. This budget also proposes further

investments in U.S.- Mexican border projects that not only protect the environment and

public health along the border, but also demonstrate U.S. commitment to the North

American Free Trade Agreement. For these activities we are requesting a total of $150

million, including $70 million for the International Wastewater Treatment Plant in

Tijuana, $60 million for the Texas and New Mexico colonias, and $20 million for the

design and planning of wastewater treatment plants for Nogales, AZ, Calexico, CA, and

other places along the border.

Pollution Prevention and Other Key Initiatives

We live in an enormously complex global ecosystem where "solving" one

environmental problem through the use of end-of-pipe controls can, in many instances,

create new ones. To complement tough enforcement policies, this Administration is

committed to pollution prevention as the preferred alternative for environmental

protection. This commitment is demonstrated by a number of programs including the

proposed expansion of EPA' s voluntary "Green Programs," which promote energy

efficiency and reduce greenhouse gas emissions.

Moreover, EPA will integrate pollution prevention into all Agency programs and

activities, both regulatory and non-regulatory, thus meeting the mandates of the 1990

Pollution Prevention Act. In 1994 EPA will target a number of high-risk problems using

both voluntary and regulatory approaches, including pollution prevention. I also am

committed to fostering more widespread use of market forces to prevent or reduce

environmental risk and encourage innovative technologies.
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In 1994 the Agency will expand its pollution prevention efforts by; incorporating

pollution prevention into the Agency's regulatory and permitting framework; increasing

support for state and local government use of pollution prevention; expanding

collaborative programs with industry in areas such as toxic releases, energy conservation,

and water conservation; creating government/industry partnerships in the development of

pollution prevention technologies; and promoting pollution prevention in the activities of

other Federal agencies.

Besides broadening EPA's pollution prevention efforts, this Administration

intends to undertake several other key initiatives. For example, in order to fulfill

mandates of the Residential Lead Based Paint Hazard Reduction Act of 1992, the

Agency is expanding its lead hazard abatement program in conjunction with other

Federal agencies, to provide technical support to state and local officials and lead

abatement contractors. In addition, in FY 1994 we will strengthen our scientific

capabilities by improving our health and ecological risk research, replacing obsolete

laboratory equipment, and upgrading some of our most outdated facilities. Finally, EPA

will use $36 million identified in the Administration's investment package to identify

high-priority environmental technology needs and then harness the creativity of people in

Federal agencies, universities, and the private sector to meet them.

Ecosystem-wide Protection

One fundamental change at EPA must be an increased focus on ecosystem-wide

protection of bioresources. Because this country must compete within an international

economic market, our long-term economic well-being is dependent on managing our

bioresources within ecological systems that are sustainable over the long term.

EPA's approach to ecosystem protection will include four basic elements: (1)

transforming Agency culture to emphasize ecosystems; (2) assisting state and local

leaders to protect specific ecosystems throughout the country; (3) improving the scientific
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tools needed to protect ecosystems; and (4) initiating new geographically-defined

programs that emphasize pollution prevention, multi-media enforcement, research, and

education.

We cannot protect the health and long-term productivity of any species, including

humans, unless we protect the entire ecosystem on which they are dq>endent. In

addition to traditional rural and agricultural activities, our ecosystem approach includes

many urban/suburban programs, such as controlling wet weather runoff through

stormwater control, combined sewer overflow, and restoration of riparian habitat along

creeks and streams in urban areas. Currently underway in Seattle, Atlanta and-

Baltimore are urban comparative risk projects designed to identify credible and realistic

enviroiunental action plans. Similar projects are expected for Jackson, MS and

Cleveland.

Some of the proposed FY 1994 investments I've already discussed will help us

protect ecosystems. Financial assistance to state governments for wastewater treatment

plants, and stormwater, nonpoint source and Combined Sewer Overflow controls will

help protect the watersheds where they are applied. Pollution prevention can be a

powerful tool when targeted at specific ecosystems.

EPA will also look at ways of developing and implementing an ecosystem

protection strategy that links all relevant Agency programs. The great water bodies are a

prime example of this type of approach. The Great Lakes represents on our most

intensive effort to institute a multi-media, ecosystem approach to environmental

protection. In our five-year strategy for the Great Lakes, we are incorporating pollution

prevention measures as well as pollution control measures to improve overall habitat

quality. In the Chesapeake Bay, we are continuing our efforts to reduce nutrient and

toxic loadings from all sources and to target Federal facilities and significant

noncompliers for multi-media enforcement investigations. The ecosystem protection

strategy also will entail better coordination with state and local pollution control

authorities, non-government organizations, and private citizens.
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Better Management of Public Resources

Of all the changes that this FY 1994 budget proposes, the most significant may be

the changes proposed in the way the Agency manages its daily business. My goal is very

clear. EPA must operate as a model in terms of its overall management and, in

particular, its basic fiscal practices. Financial integrity, sound contract management, and

streamlined administrative procedures all go hand in hand, and all are critical to

fulfilling our environmental mission while using the taxpayers' resources wisely.

Significant steps have been taken in recent years, but much remains to be done.

Some of the benefits of better management can be seen in EPA's Superfund

program. The proposed FY 1994 budget for Supertimd, totaling $1.5 billion,

demonstrates the Administration's strong commitment to protecting human health and

the environment through site clean-ups. At the same time, this level of funding

represents a decrease of $89 million in budget authority from 1993. At current rates of

private party funding, we do not anticipate a decrease in the pace of site cleanups. In

addition, administrative improvements and streamlining will help us maximize site clean-

ups while minimizing overhead and transaction costs. In short, I believe this

Administration's goals of environmental protection and deficit reduction can be achieved

simultaneously, and EPA's proposed Superfund budget for FY 1994 is a good example.

Resource management problems are among the most critical issues I will face at

EPA over the next four years. I will work to ensure optimum management of all

extramural activities, and I will develop a rigorous system of management accountability.

I am hopeful that EPA soon will be able to announce important system improvements in

this area, such as in the Integrated Contracts Management System.

In formulating this proposed FY 1994 budget, EPA recognized environmental

needs as well as the Administration's efforts to trim the budget deficit. To this end, we

have proposed significant savings through workforce reductions, elimination of the

Federal pay raise in 1994, program streamlining and reduced administrative costs..
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Conclusion

This is an exciting time in the field of environmental protection. However, this is

also a time of difficult choices. It is critical that this new Administration move ahead to

improve the health of our people and our natural ecosystems. We will continue to

support new environmental initiatives in a variety of areas.

We are committed to the idea that a strong economy and enhanced

environmental protection are not contrary goals. To attain these goals, we must shatter

the false choices between environmental protection and economic growth by creating

market-based environmental protection strategies that reward conservation and "green"

business practices while penalizing polluters. We also must use our presence as an

international political and economic leader to advance our national interests in a

healthier global environment.

The new Clinton Administration has a great deal of work to do in the

environmental arena. I look forward to working with the Presidenf, his Cabinet,

Congress, my dedicated workforce at EPA, state and local governments, and all the

American people in solving our environmental problems. We must rethink our national

environmental policies in the context of change — the change articulated by President

Clinton and Vice President Gore, the change demanded by the American people. The

EPA budget proposed for FY 1994 is a good first step.
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QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR BAUCUS

EPA RECEIVERSHIP

QUESTION: How many projects are operated by court order?

ANSWER: The following drinking water regulations are under court order: Ra-

dionuclides, Arsenic, Aldicarb, Sulfate, Fluoride, Ground Water Disinfection, Disin-

fection By-Products (Phase VIA), the Synthetic Organic and Inorganic Contami-

nants (Phase VIB) and the Enhanced Surface Water Treatment Rule. The Office of

Science and Technology currently has 19 regulations/projects under court order.

The Office of Wetlands, Oceans and Watersheds has five projects that are under

court order.

QUESTION: How many dollars and FTEs are essentially managed in response to

court orders?

ANSWER: In FY 1993, a total of 147.7 FTEs and $16,450,000 dollars will be spent

by the Office of Water. For the drinking water regulations under court order, in FY
1993, a total of 49.6 FTEs and $2,390,000 dollars will be spent. This includes 7.6

FTEs and $745,00 from the Office of Science and Technology. The Office of Science

and Technology estimates a total of 94 FTEs and $13,960,000 of our resources are

associated with managing court orders. The Office of Wetlands, Oceans and Water-

sheds estimates 4.1 FTEs and $100,000 will be spent in FY 1993.

QUESTION: For each project, please provide:

1) a brief description of each project;

2) when they were first mandated;
3) the current status;

4) the amount spent on each project;

5) the court ordered deadline and the anticipated completion date.

ANSWER: The 1986 Amendments to the Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) man-
date EPA to set standards for 83 contaminants. Among these contaminants are: Ra-

dionuclides; Arsenic; Aldicarb; Sulfate; and Fluoride. The 1986 Amendments to

SDWA also mandate EPA to establish standards for an additional 25 contaminants

every three years. Disinfection By-products and the Phase VIB contaminants repre-

sent those contaminants selected for regulation from the first Drinking Water Prior-

ity List.

The Agency is developing a regulation on Radionuclides to protect public health.

The original statutory deadline for promulgation of this rule was June 1989, but

that was delayed. The current status is that the rule on Radionuclides was proposed

in July 1991 and is under court order to be promulgated by October 1993. Promulga-

tion of the rule is on schedule. 6.2 FTEs and $585,000 dollars will be spent in FY
1993 on this rule. The court ordered deadline for promulgation of this rule is Octo-

ber 1993 which is also the completion date.

The Agency is reviewing the standard for Arsenic. The original statutory deadline

for promulgation of this standard was June 1989. The current status is that new
data on internal cancer study published in September 1992 is being reviewed and
the regulation on Arsenic is under court order to be proposed by September 1994.

Proposal of the rule is on schedule. 3.8 FTEs and $43,000 dollars will be spent in FY
1993 on this rule. The court ordered deadline is for proposal of the rule by Septem-

ber 1994. The currently scheduled date, but not court ordered, for promulgation of

the final rule is September 1996 which is also the completion date.

The Agency is reproposing the standard for Aldicarb. The original statutory dead-

line for promulgation of the standard was June 1988. The current status is that the

standard on Aldicarb is under court order to be reproposed by December 1993. Pro-

posal of the rule is on schedule. 2.3 FTEs and $100,000 dollars will be spent in FY
1993 on this rule. The court ordered deadline is for proposal of the rule by Decem-

ber 1993. The currently scheduled date, but not under court order, for promulgation

of the final rule is December 1995 which is also the completion date.

The Agency is developing a standard for Sulfate to protect public health. The
original statutory deadline for promulgation of the standard was June 1989. The
current status is that the regulation on Sulfate is under court order to be proposed

by October 1993. Proposalof the rule is on schedule. 4.5 FTEs and $98,000 dollars

will be spent in FY 1993 on this rule. The court ordered deadline for promulgation

of the final rule is December 1994 and this is also the completion date.

The 1986 Amendments to the SDWA mandate EPA to review each rule every

three years following the effective date of the rule. The Fluoride rule was promul-

gated in April 1986. The current status is that the Agency is also under court order

to review the standard on Fluoride and revise it, if necessary. The National Acade-
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my of Sciences is reviewing all studies on health risk and benefits of Fluoride.
Should the National Academy of Sciences review of the health basis of the current
fluoride standard warrant it, we will begin work on a proposed rule to revise that
standard. EPA expects to spend 0.9 FTEs and $120,000 dollars in FY 1993 on this

rule. The court ordered deadline is for EPA to propose revisions to the standard, if

needed, within ten months after receipt of the NAS report.

The 1986 Amendments to SDWA mandate EPA to establish treatment technique
requirements for disinfection of ground water. The Agency is developing a regula-
tion on Ground Water Disinfection to protect the public health. The original statuto-
ry deadline for promulgation of this rule was June 1989. The current status is that
the regulation on Ground Water Disinfection is under court order to be proposed by
August 1994. Proposal of the rule is on schedule. 6.2FTEs and $198,000 dollars will

be spent in FY 1993 on this rule. The court ordered deadline is for proposal of the
rule by August 1994. The currently scheduled date, but not under court order, for

promulgation of the final rule is August 1996 which is also the completion date.
The Agency is developing a regulation on Disinfection BjTiroducts to protect the

public health. The original statutory deadline for promulgation of this rule was Jan-
uary 1991. The current status is that the regulation on Disinfection By-Products
(Phase VIA) is under court order to be proposed by June 1993. EPA is involved in a
regulatory negotiation and is seeking an extension of this deadline to December
1993. 13.1 FTEs and $891,000 dollars will be spent in FY 1993 on this rule. The cur-
rently scheduled date, but not court ordered, for promulgation of the final rule is

June 1996 which is also the completion date.

The Agency is developing a regulation on selected Synthetic Organic and Inorgan-
ic contaminants (Phase VIB). These contaminants together with the Disinfection By-
products are mandated by the requirement to establish standards for an additional
25 contaminants every three years. The original statutory deadline for promulgation
of this rule was January 1991. The current status is that the rule is under court
order to be proposed by June 1993. EPA is seeking an extension of this deadline to

December 1993. 9.7 FTEs and $295,000 dollars will be spent in FY 1993 on this rule.

The currently scheduled date, but not court ordered, for promulgation of the final

rule is June 1996 which is also the completion date.

The Agency is developing a regulation on Enhanced Surface Water Treatment in
conjunction with the Disinfection By-products rule to protect the public health. The
original statutory deadline for this rule is the same as for the Disinfection By-prod-
ucts rule, that is January 1991. The current status is that the regulation on En-
hanced Surface Water Treatment is indirectly under court order, because it is asso-

ciated with the Disinfection By-products rule. The court order requires the rule be
proposed by June 1993. EPA is seeking an extension of this deadline to December
1993. 2.9 FTEs and $60,000 dollars will be spent in FY 1993 on this rule. The cur-
rently scheduled date, but not under court order, for promulgation of the final rule
is June 1996, which is also the completion date.
Sewage Sludge Regulations: In Section 405(d) of the 1977 Clean Water Act (CWA),

Congress directed EPA to comprehensively regulate the use and disposal of sewage
sludge. In the 1987 Water Quality Act amendments to the CWA, Congress reaf-

firmed its mandate for the Agency to develop comprehensive sewage sludge regula-
tions and set forth stringent deadlines. The amendments expanded the provisions of
Section 405(d) to include requirements that: (1) by August 31, 1987, EPA promulgate
regulations specifjdng acceptable management practices and establishing numeric
limits that "shall be adequate to protect public health and the environment from
any reasonably anticipated adverse effects of each pollutant"; and (2) by July 31,

1987, EPA identify those toxic pollutants not identified in the regulations promul-
gated on August 31, 1987, and promulgate regulations for those toxic pollutants by
June 15, 1988.

On July 20, 1990, a citizens group sued in Oregon, U.S. District Court to force pro-
mulgation of the Part 503 rule (Gearhart v. Reilly, Civil No. 89-6266-HO). The law-
suit challenged EPA's failure to comply with statutory deadlines required under
Section 405(d) (2) (A).

On September 5, 1990, the Oregon, U.S. District Court entered a consent decree in

which EPA committed to promulgate "Round One" Part 503 regulations on Decem-
ber 16, 1991 (later amended to July 31, 1992, and then to November 23, 1992). The
"Round One" regulations were promulgated on Wednesday, November 25, 1992, and
published in the Federal Register on Friday, February 19, 1993 (58 FR 9248).

In the consent decree, EPA also agreed to identify potential pollutants for regula-
tion and to submit a schedule for proposal and final promulgation of "Round Two"
regulations on May 24, 1993. In addition, in the final "Round One" rule, EPA com-
mitted to undertake a monitoring field study as part of its future Part 503 rule-
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making effort, and to evaluate data submitted by the public on its numerical crite-
ria for cadmium. Activities committed to or litigation resulting from the "Round
One" regulation influenced the timing for the "Round Two" rule-making.
On May 24, 1993, EPA submitted to the Oregon Court the schedule and list of

pollutants for the "Round Two" rule-making. The schedule requires EPA to propose
the "Round Two" regulations by December 31, 1999, after completing a 3-year eco-
logical field monitoring study, and to promulgate a final rule by December 31, 2001.
Approximately 30 pollutants will be listed for the Court. Among the pollutants to be
evaluated in "Round Two" are dioxins and co-planar PCBs. The Agency is now de-
signing the ecological field monitoring study and plans to begin the study in the
spring of fiscal year 1994. It is expected that NRDC will challenge the "Round Two"
schedule to fcrce an earlier proposal and promulgation deadline.
To date, an estimated 44 FTEs and $2,950,000 have been spent on the sewage

sludge regulations.

Effluent Guidelines: Under Section 304(m) of the CWA, EPA is required to publish
a biennial plan to identify dischargers of toxic and nonconventional pollutants and
establish schedules for promulgating effluent guidelines. The Agency was sued by
NRDC on the plan and a consent decree was issued in January 1992 which require
EPA to develop effluent limitations for 19 industrial categories between 1992 and
2003. Two other Consent Decrees that impose deadlines on the Effluent Guidelines
program are: (1) another suit with NRDC covering Offshore Oil and Gas, and (2) a
suit with Environmental Defense Fund and National wildlife Federation covering
the Pulp and Paper Industry.
At the current time, EPA has promulgated two of the 21 projects (Offshore Oil

and Gas and remand issues on the OCPSF regulation). Work continues on ten
others: Pesticide Manufacturing, Pulp, Paper and Paperboard, Pesticide Formulat-
ing and Packaging, Waste Treatment: Phase I and II, Pharmaceuticals, Metal Prod-
ucts and Machinery, Phase I, Coastal Oil and Gas, Industrial Laundries, and Trans-
portation Equipment Cleaning. The remaining nine rules will begin between 1996
and 1999. All rules will be complete by 2003.
To date, a total of 177.0 FTEs and $34,700,000 have been spent on these effluent

guidelines court orders.
Great Lakes Water Quality Guidance: The Agency is developing a proposed and

final regulation, the Water Quality Guidance for the Great Lakes System, that will
establish minimum water quality standards, anti-degradation policies, and imple-
mentation procedures for waters of the Great Lakes system.
The project was mandated by the Great Lakes Critical Programs Act of 1990, No-

vember 16, 1990. A suit was filed by the National Wildlife Federation on October 20,
1992 regarding EPA's failure to publish proposed and final Guidance by the statuto-
ry dates. An Order was issued by U.S. District Court on December 18, 1992, requir-
ing publication of proposed Guidance by April 16, 1993, and a subsequent report to
the Court regarding publication of the final rule.

The proposed Guidance was published on April 16, 1993, in compliance with the
Court Order. Litigation regarding the schedule for publication of the final Guidance
is pending.
To date, a total of 20.9 FTEs and $800,000 have been spent on these regulations.

Litigation concerning deadline for pulblication of final Guidance is pending.
Water Quality Standards Toxics Rule: This rule will establish numeric water

quality criteria for toxic pollutants for the 12 States and 2 Territories that failed to
comply with the requirements of Clean Water Act Section 303(c)(2)(B). It was first

mandated by the Water Quality Act of 1987.

The Federal standards became effective on February 5, 1993 and are now being
challenged in five separate lawsuits. To date, a total of 23.3 FTEs and $11,600 have
been spent on this rule.

San Francisco Bay-Delta Water Quality Standards: In September 1991, EPA disap-
proved portions of California's water quality standards for the Bay-Delta because
they were not sufficient to protect the designated fish and wildlife uses of the estu-
ary.

In the Clean Water Act, Section 303(c), there is a general requirement for States
to review and revise their standards once every three years.
The Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund has sued EPA to force the Agency to initiate

action to promulgate Federal standards. EPA has started the development of the
proposed Federal rule on its own initiative. The lawsuit is pending. EPA anticipates
publishing proposed Federal standards by the end of fiscal year 1993.
To date, the Agency has devoted a total of 1.3 FTEs on this project.

EPA Approval of Arizona Water Quality Standards: Arizona adopted water qual-
ity standards on March 18, 1992. EPA approved the portions of the standards deal-
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ing with toxic pollutants but has not taken action on the remaining portion of the

State's standards.
In the Clean Water Act, Section 303(c), there is a general requirement for States

to review and revise their standards once every three years.

EPA is being sued by the Defenders of Wildlife to force EPA to either approve or

disapprove the State standards, an action that is the initial step in potential Federal

promulgation.
A complaint against EPA was received on April 20, 1993. The Agency has spent

0.3 FTE on this project to date.

EPA approval of Maryland and Virginia Water Quality Standards: EPA approved
Maryland's water quality standards, including a limit on dioxin, on September 12,

1990. EPA approved the Virginia standard for dioxin on February 25, 1991.

In the Clean Water Act, Section 303(c), there is a general requirement for States

to review and revise their standards once every three years.

EPA's action was upheld in the U.S. District Court in Virginia, and the plaintiffs,

NRDC and the Environmental Defense Fund (EDF), have appealed the ruling to the

U.S. Court of Appeals 4th Circuit.

Oral arguments on appeal is scheduled for June 9, 1993. To date, the Agency has

spent 0.7 FTE on this project.

Oregon Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) Case:This case required EPA to de-

velop 11 TMDLs and schedule additional TMDLs. This was first mandated in 1987.

Currently there is threatened contempt action for allegedly failing to meet the

order. Resources required for this case are 1.0 FTE in 1987 & 1988, and 1.0 FTE in

FY 1993. The status is court retained jurisdiction.

Alaska TMDL Case: This case required completion of 11 assessments and EPA
will be doing more TMDLs. This was first mandated in 1992 and is on schedule. Re-

sources required for this case are 1.0 FTE in 1992 and 1.0 FTE in 1993. The status is

court retained jurisdiction.

Washington TMDL Case: This case required a State-wide program plan and
review of prior TMDLs. This was first mandated in 1992 and is on schedule. 55

TMDLs have been reviewed and 34 are pending. Resources required for this case are

0.5 FTE and $100,000 in 1993. The status is court retained jurisdiction.

Lake Michigan TMDL Case:This case requires EPA to develop a list of Lake
Michigan waters subject to Clean Water Act Section 303(d). This was first mandated
in 1991 and is on schedule. Resources required for this case are very minimal, with
0.1 FTE in 1992 and 0.1 FTE in 1993. The status is court retained jurisdiction.

Tulloch Rulemaking: The Federal government agreed to settle a lawsuit brought
by the North Carolina Wildlife Federation and the National Wildlife Federation

(North Carolina Wildlife Federation, et al. v. Tulloch, Civil No. C90-713-CIV-5-B0
(E.D.N.C. 1992)) involving Clean Water Act (CWA) Section 404 as it pertains to cer-

tain activities in waters of the United States. In accordance with the settlement

agreement, the Corps and EPA proposed changes to their regulations on June 16,

1992 to clarify that mechanized land clearing, ditching, channelization, and other

excavation activities involve discharges of dredged material when performed in

waters of the United States, and that these activities would be regulated under Sec-

tion 404 of the CWA when they have or would have the effect of destroying or de-

grading waters of the United States, including wetlands. In addition, the Corps and
EPA proposed to incorporate into the Section 404 regulations the substantive provi-

sions of Corps Regulatory Guidance Letter 90-8 to clarify the circumstances under
which the placement of pilings have the effect of "fill material" and is subject to

regulation under Section 404. The Federal government agreed to settle the lawsuit

on February 28, 1992. EPA is currently completing the final rule and preamble, and
expect 0MB review to begin the first week of June. Approximately 1.5 FTEs are

being used on this project. The settlement agreement calls for submittal of the final

rule to the Office of the Federal Register on June 11, 1993. EPA is working to meet
this deadline.

QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR MOYNIHAN

NAPAP—QUESTION A
QUESTION: Where in EPA's FY 1994 budget is the request for funding to support

the NAPAP Director's Office?

ANSWER: The Office of Research and Development has specifically set-aside re-

sources for the National Acid Precipitation Assessment Program (NAPAP) Office of
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the Director in the Acid Deposition planning issue, under the Acid Deposition pro-

gram element (CC2A1E).

NAPAP—QUESTION B

QUESTION: How much support is requested? If less than $2.9 million, please ex-

plain why the amount is different?

ANSWER: The Office of Research and Development (ORD) has requested $950,000

in FY 1994 to support the National Acid Precipitation Assessment Program
(NAPAP) Office of the Director.

The FY 1994 requested funding level is the result of the following historical

budget changes:

• In FY 1992, the Agency proposed a reprogramming of $2.9 million in AC&C for

NAPAP, which was denied. The EPA's Appropriation Subcommittees felt that

as the funding had already been turned down in conference, it should not be

permitted as a reprogramming.
• In FY 1993, ORD increased its base contribution for NAPAP Office of the Direc-

tor up to $950,000, with a matching contribution from the Office of Air and Ra-

diation (OAR). This increased support brought the Agency request up to the ne-

gotiated level of $1,900,000 as agreed to and acknowledged by then Administra-

tor Reilly.
• The FY 1993 Conference Report, however, further directed ORD to increase its

contribution to $1,450,000, with a matching contribution from OAR. ORD has

redirected an additional $500,000 from within the base program to meet the

new directed funding level.

• In FY 1994, the Agency made a general decision not to sustain FY 1993 Con-

gressional Add-Ons, thereby establishing a level playing field across the Agen-

cy's programs and to allow open dialog with Congress on the Agency's new di-

rection. This decision brought ORD's contribution back down to its base funding

level, and current FY 1994 request level, of $950,000.

NAPAP—QUESTION C

QUESTION: Do you plan to maintain this level of funds for the NAPAP Office in

future EPA budgets as part of the base program? If not, why?

ANSWER: The Office of Research and Development has already established a

base funding level of $950,000 for the NAPAP Office of the Director and plans to

maintain this level of funding level for as long as needed in future EPA budgets as

part of the base program.

QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR REID

SPILL TEST FACILITY #1-1

QUESTION: Section 901(b) of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 mandated

that EPA, along with the Department of Energy, carry out air toxics dispersion

tests at the Liquefied Gaseous Fuels Spill Test Facility (LGFSTF). Congress allocat-

ed $1,850,000 from your budget last year to carry out this Congressional mandate.

What will be accomplished with the $1.85 million appropriated for the -current fiscal

year?

ANSWER: In March 1993, a contract was awarded to the Desert Research Insti-

tute (DRI) to carry out an experimental and analytical research effort at the Lique-

fied Gaseous Fuels Spill Test Facility. The following are a list of major activities

and anticipated accomplishments:

• A work group sponsored by the EPA convened during the summer of 1991 to

address the mandates required under Title IX Section 103(f) of the Clean Air

Act Amendments. The work group consisted of representatives from participat-

ing federal agencies, chemical research groups, and the private sector. The work

group recommended carbon dioxide (CO2) research be performed in July of 1993

and is completing design of the projects. The work group also recommended

that chlorine be among the first chemicals to be tested at the site, and has

begun the design of chlorine field experiments planned for July.

• An inventory was performed at the Spills Test Facility (STF) to determine

equipment needs for experiments to be conducted. DRI is in the process of or-

dering all necessary hardware and equipment to carry out the designed experi-

ments this summer.
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• In July of 1993, several CO2 experiments will be performed during periods of

favorable atmospheric conditions. CO2 represents an excellent surrogate for

other more toxic dense gases because of its physical/chemical properties which
make it safe to release over a much wider range of meteorological conditions.

Chlorine field experiments will also be conducted to address source character-

ization and sensor response issues.

• In August 1993, the World Research Institute (WRI) will be sponsoring a annual
forum where preliminary results of the field experiments will be presented.

SPILL TEST FACILITY #1-2

QUESTION: DOE requested approximately $1.0 million for fiscal year 1994 to op-

erate the LGFSTF. Why didn't EPA request any research funding for this effort?

ANSWER: ORD has undergone intense efforts to streamline its research program
and has made tough decisions regarding the focus of the Agency's air toxics re-

search program in light of increasing budget constraints and pressing environmen-
tal needs. ORD's concern with the air toxics problem places higher priority on other
Clean Air Act Amendment (CAAA) requirements for air toxic studies. These prior-

ities are reinforced by the fact that under the CAAA, industry bears the total re-

sponsibility for hazard assessment of accidental releases and has full access to the

use of the Spills Testing Facility. In addition, the Agency made a general decision

not to sustain FY 1993 Congressional Add-Ons" to establish a level playing field

across the Agency's programs and allow for open dialog with Congress on the Agen-
cy's new direction.

SPILL TEST FACILITY #1-3

QUESTION: The Clean Air Act Amendments directs that analysis of a minimum
of 10 chemicals per year be carried out and that two chemicals receive field testing.

How does EPA plan to meet these legal requirements?

ANSWER: The Agency cannot meet all the legal requirements mandated in the

Clean Air Act and its Amendments (CAAA) given existing budgetary constraints. In

order to effectively manage these legal requirements, the Agency is forced to make
difficult decisions in prioritizing its research efforts. While the Agency feels that air

toxics dispersion research is important, it is not considered a priority research area
and is not included in research plans after FY 1993. In addition, this research con-

sumes roughly fifteen percent of the FY 1993 air toxics research budget, drawing
limited resources away from higher priority CAAA mandated studies. These prior-

ities are further reinforced by the fact that under the CAAA, industry bears the

total responsibility for hazard assessment of accidental releases and has full access

to the use of the Spills Testing Facility.

In FY 1993, the Agency selected carbon dioxide {CO2) and chlorine for field testing

largely because their properties as test chemicals (not their listing status or degree
of hazard) lend themselves to learning the most about spill dispersion monitoring
and modeling. The Agency will address whether additional chemicals or additional

work will be high priority for annual analyses and field testing by: 1) analyzing (in

FY 1994) the results of the FY 1993 research to decide what more needs to be
learned about dispersion; and 2) determining whether this work should take prece-

dence over other Clean Air Act Amendment (CAAA) mandated studies.

SPILL TEST FACILITY #1-4

QUESTION: In general, describe the EPA air toxics program.

ANSWER: Attached is a copy of the Office of Research and Development's issue

strategy for air toxics research. This document provides general information on the
nature of the air toxics problem, current research efforts, and both the goals and
strategic directions for the Agency's air toxics research program.
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AIR TOXICS

Nature of the The Science Advisory Board's report. Reducing Risk, identified

Problem ^^ toxics as a major health risk and important ecological risk.

The Environmental Protection Agency's Office of Research and
Development and the Office of Air and Radiation (OAR) have

conducted studies that identify stationcuy sources and urban air

(stationary and mobile source emissions) as areas of concern in

the issue of air toxics. The Qean Air Act Amendments of 1990

("Amendments") require control actions for major and area

sources, and research to address urban toxics and air toxics

deposition to great waters. The statute also establishes a major

program and "Chemical Safety Board" to address accidental

releases. These regulatory activities require research to

characterize health and ecological risk and develop better w^ays

to measure, prevent and control emissions.

EPA's Research After consultation vdth OAR, ORD restructured the research

Qpglg program in FY 1991 to address the most promising areas for

reducing risk. The goals are: 1) to provide source test methods

to prevent and control technology so that maximum achievable

control technology (MACT) regulations can go into effect in a

timely manner; 2) to provide expert ORD consultation on

hazard and risk decisions about the hazardous air pollutant list

cmd hazard and risk ranking, 3) to conduct research on urban

toxics and "Great Waters" deposition and development of OAR
regulations; 4) to collect, analyze, cind prepare the necessary

health and ecologicail effects data, methods and assessments for

(after-MACT) residual risk decisions, and special studies; 5) to

support technical centers mandated under the statute; 6) to plan

for research on air toxics effects and exposures; and 7) to conduct

research on preventing accidental releases.

Status of

Current

Research

Efforts

Major activities include: 1) development of source test

methods, emissions factors techniques, and analysis of control

and prevention technologies for MACT standards; 2) risk

ranking methods; 3) urban air source spedation, monitoring,

cind chemistry and health research, and establishment of the

Great Lakes monitoring network; 4) planning for data collection

to support residual risk decisions and assessments of the health

effects of hazardous air pollutants (this includes a study on

Air Toxics IV-9
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m
assessment methods by the National Academy of Sciences); 5)

working with the DepartCTient of Energy (DOE) at their test

facility to study the dispersion characteristics of accidental

releases; and 6) research to improve toxics release estimation

techniques for sources subject to provisions of the Amendments
and SARA Title m.

Strategic ^°^ the next five years, we vAW continue efforts to develop

Directions source test methods and prevention and control technologies

for MACT. Greater emphasis will be put on urban air and Great

Waters research programs. We will also collect health and
ecological effects data for residual iisk decisions, analyze these

data, and develop state-of-the-art assessment methods.

Suggested areas for emphasis in FY 1993-97:
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SOURCE TEST METHODS

We should continue to develop test methods until they are

in place for all MACT rules. EPA, as well other agencies, the

states, and Canada, must continue field monitoring for the

Great Waters and urbem toxics strategies.

HEALTH ANfD ECOLOGICAL EFFECTS RESEARCH, URBAN
TOXICS AND GREAT WATERS

Inaeasing emphasis is needed on data collection, research,

and assessment to support residual risk decisions and the

urban toxics study. Data and assessment support must be in

place well before 1999 when residual risk decisions begin, in

order to provide methods to make these decisions. We will

need to conduct research in response to the National

Academy of Sciences study to provide methods to make these

decisions. The Great Waters study covers ecological and
health effects. Research is also needed to study ecological

impacts of air deposition.

ACCIDENTAL RELEASES

Although the international community recognizes the need
for research on preventing accidental releases, ORD has no
base program in this area. The Chemical Safety Board will

define further research and technical needs cifter it is

established in 1992.

Extranxiral Funding: Distribution by Topic for FY 1992

Health and

Ecological Effects

Technology

Great Waters

Urban toxics

PRIORITIES FOR FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The highest priorities for future research are increasing support

to MACT, the urban toxics strategy, and the Great Waters project.

It also would support effects data collection and research for

residual risk decisions.
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SPILL TEST FACILITY #1-5

QUESTION: Is EPA developing a data base on dispersion characteristics of toxic

materials to assist in evaluation and recovery efforts when they are accidentally re-

leased?

ANSWER: The Chemical Emergency Preparedness and Prevention Office

(CEPPO) maintains a number of databases to support chemical accident prevention,

preparedness and response activities. For example, the physical/chemical properties

necessary for dispersion analyses of a number of chemicals are contained in a data-

base associated with EPA's Computer Aided Management of Emergency Operations
(CAMEO). The CAMEO system contains models that are used for chemical emergen-
cy planning and preparedness. The physical/chemical properties data is routinely

updated and EPA expects to revise data or models as spill facility research results

warrant. The CAMEO system also contains Response Information Data Sheets
(RIDS) that contain chemical emergency information useful to first responders for

evacuation and first aid. The information in RIDS is also available in the Chemical
Profiles for the list of extremely hazardous substances compiled under the Emergen-
cy Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act (EPCRA), also known as SARA
Title III. The Office of Research and Development (ORD) will collect and archive the

data generated by research conducted at the spill site necessary for model develop-

ment, improvement and validation. The data collected from field experiments will

be provided to the public in an easily accessible format to encourage its use in emer-
gency planning and preparedness.

QUESTION: Last week this subcommittee heard testimony from NOAA on its

coastal resource coordination program that helps EPA identify environmental con-

cerns early in the remedy selection process. Can you explain why funding for this

program was cut in half this past December for this fiscal year and for the foreseea-

ble future?

ANSWER: Both Congress and the administration have supported reductions in

the Superfund program as part of the overall effort to reduce government spending.

In this constrained environment, the Agency is seeking to maximize the number of

dollars that directly support site cleanup actions. Cuts in 93 necessitated reducing
support functions throughout the Superfund program. For purposes of context, it

should be noted that the reductions taken against these Other Federal Agency budg-
ets totalled only $3 million out of a total EPA extramural reduction of over $233
million.

QUESTION: Doesn't it make more sense to maintain funding levels for a program
that has successfully reduced the costly damage assessment and litigation process

and promoted restoration at Superfund sites that suffer from major environmental
degradation?

ANSWER: The interagency agreements with Department of Commerce (NOAA)
and Department of Interior are not related to their role as Natural Resource Trust-

ees, but rather serve as a vehicle to access the technical expertise of NOAA and
DOI to assist EPA in performing its functions under CERCLA. Given the resource
constraints, the Agency's strategy has been to direct the greatest number of dollars

to those functions that directly contribute to site cleanup work. It should be noted
that NOAA's natural resource damage assessment work is funded from their own
appropriation and not through the Superfund trust fund.

QUESTION: At a recent hearing before my Superfund subcommittee concerning
the risks to human health and the environment present at Superfund sites, we
heard from the Assistant Administrator of ATSDR that his agency's ability to ade-
quately assess the potential risks to human health at Superfund sites and conduct
health assessments has been constrained by budgetary limitations. Since we seem to

need better information on the health effects of Superfund sites, can you explain
why EPA believes it is appropriate to cut ATSDR's budget.

ANSWER: Both Congress and the administration have supported reductions in

the Superfund program as part of the overall effort to reduce government spending.
Bearing in mind strict budgetary limitations throughout the Superfund program,
the Agency priority has been to maximize the number of dollars dedicated to direct

site cleanup actions. The Agency believes the $42.0 million provided in the Presi-

dent's budget is sufficient to support the required assistance from ATSDR.
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TABLE 1

NEEDS FOn PUBUCLY OWNED WASTEWATER TREATMENT
FACILtTlES AND OTHER EUGIBIUTIES

(January 1992 Doflars in Billions)

NEEDS CATEGORY TOTAL NEEDS

Tm£ II EUGIBIUTIES
I Saoondaiy Treatment 31.3

II Advanced Treatment 15.5

IIIA infittrailon/lnflow Corroct'ori Z.B

IliB Repiacement/RehablHtation 3.6

IVA New Coileotor Sewers 17.9

IVB N«w Interceptor Sewers U.7

V Combined Sewer Overttows 41.2'

VI Storm Water (institutional source controls only)^ 0.1*

TOTAL CATEGORIES 1-VI 127.1

OTHER EUGIBIUTIES
*4onpoint Source (agriculture and sitvicultura only) 8.8*

Ground Water, Estuaries, Wetiandfi 1.2

GRAND TOTAL
.

137.1

* Modeled needs.
T Includes SRF-digibte costs to develop and implement SW plans but not

eligible structural and construction costs.

Way 6, 1993

1992 N&&1S Survey

TABLE 2

SUMMARY OF DOCUMENTED NEEDS
(January 1992 Dollars in Billions)

NEEDS CATEGORY DOCUMENTrED NEEDS

TITLE li EUGIBIUTIES
I Secondary Treatment 31-3

II Advanced Treatment 15.5

IIIA Infiltration/jntiow Correciran 2.8

IIIB Replacement/Retiabirrtation 3.6

IVA New Collector Sewers 17.9

IVB New Interceptor Sewers 14.7

V Combined Sevrar Overflows 22.4

VI Storm Water "'•8

CATEGORIES l-VI 110.0

OTHER EUGIBIUTIES
Nonpoint Source 0.7

Ground Water, Estuaries, Wetlands i -2^

GRAND TOTAT! HI -9
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QUESTION: Can you explain the reasons for cutting funds available to the Uni-
versity-based research program carried out by the National Institute of Environ-
mental Health Sciences (NIEHS) from the FY 93 appropriations level of about $32
million to just under $8 million for FY 94?

ANSWER: Both Congress and the administration have supported reductions in

the Superfund program as part of the overall effort to reduce government spending.
In this constrained environment, the Agency is seeking to maximize the number of

dollars that directly support site cleanup actions. It should also be noted that gener-

ally, as a matter of policy, specific earmarks have not been retained in FY 94.

QUESTION: Can you describe what kinds of disruptive effects you have projected

such a cut might have on the NIEHS research program, including the impacts on
the numerous grants and ongoing projects involving over 300 scientists?

ANSWER: NIEHS estimates that the number of programs supported in 1994 will

drop to 3 from the 18 that are estimated for 1993. Given the nature of this work and
the desire to maximize site cleanup dollars while taking a reduction of more than
$80 million, the Agency could not justify maintaining the NIEHS research program
at the $32 million level. In this climate of streamlining government, it is not possi-

ble to fully protect all federal agencies that receive Superfund resources.

QUESTION: In the past, EPA has provided partial support through CERCLA for

maintaining the National Response System under the NCP for both CERCIA and
the Clean Water Act Section 311 program to respond to oil discharges and hazard-
ous substances releases. Could you explain why in FY 93 EPA decided to cut fund-

ing to other agencies supporting the National Response System?

ANSWER: Both Congress and the administration have supported reductions in

the Superfund program as part of the overall effort to reduce government spending.
Bearing in mind strict budgetary limitations throughout the Superfund program,
the Agency priority has been to maximize the number of dollars dedicated to direct

site cleanup actions.

QUESTION: Has EPA analyzed what effect the elimination of this funding to sup-

port the National Response System will have on the Federal government's ability to

respond effectively to a major oil spill or release of hazardous substances?

ANSWER: Direct response actions should not be effected, since CERCLA funds
are provided via Interagency Agreements by EPA Regional Offices to other federal

agencies whose resources are needed to support the response actions.

All 15 Federal Agencies which are members of the National Response Team
(NRT) and 13 Regional Response Teams (RRTs) by Executive Order No. 12580 pro-

vide basic support (i.e., representation) from their own appropriations. The CERCLA
interagency budget provides resources for additional staff support (by USCG, FEMA,
OSHA, and DOI) to the detailed planning, preparedness, and coordination activities

of the NRT and RRTs. FEMA, OSHA, and DOI have indicated there will be a dimi-
nution of this additional support by their agencies as a result of the reduced
CERCLA funding.
QUESTION 1: What are your general views about the Environmental Monitoring

and Assessment Program (EMAP)?
ANSWER: In response to the Agency's regulatory approach, current and past

monitoring efforts have assessed whether a particular effluent complies with regula-
tions or whether the specific resource component is achieving its desired use. Limit-
ed data is available to assess the effectiveness of our regulatory programs.
EPA is now attempting to focus its limited resources on the environmental prob-

lems that pose the greatest risk, as opposed to those receiving the greatest public
attention. Since resources are limited, we can not afford to measure every individ-

ual pollutant or stressor, nor can we continue this one dimensional perspective. We
need to select indicators of ecological condition. We must monitor the selected indi-

cators of the environment that integrate the cumulative ecological effects of multi-
ple natural and anthropogenic stresses upon our various environmental resources.
The EMAP is a high priority Agency program. Its' novel approach addresses these

deficiencies and represents the new direction for the Agency.
EMAP is an innovative research, monitoring and assessment program designed to

determine the condition of our nation's ecological resources. This will be accom-
plished by taking a holistic perspective of the environment, rather than the tradi-

tional investigation of one chemical or single site. EMAP's multi-media perspective
assists in verifjdng the cumulative effectiveness of environmental policies, including
past regulatory activities and in identifying emerging ecological problems. The prin-
cipal goal of the program is to provide decision makers with sound data on which to
base environmental risk management decisions.
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EMAP's data provides the basis for determining associations between human-in-
duced stresses and ecological condition. Using a probabilistic sampling design and
ecological indicators, EMAP is assessing the condition of ecological resources. This

approach facilitates consistent representations of ecological resources in all regions

of the nation. The program is currently in the pilot and demonstration phases

within specific regions of the country. When fully implemented, EMAP will provide

comparable, high quality data and assessments on the condition of our nation's eco-

logical resources.

Since funds are limited we seek to leverage our activities through other agencies.

The EMAP is an interagency program conducted in partnership with 16 other Fed-

eral Agencies from several different Departments. In addition, EMAP is also inte-

grated with the efforts of other EPA Offices, states, the scientific community and
geographic initiatives such as Chesapeake Bay, Great Lakes, South Florida and the

Gulf of Mexico. EMAP complements numerous other scientific studies by providing

a scope, method or monitoring approach and uses the data from many other com-
pleted or ongoing research studies.

QUESTION 2: Originally, the EMAP program budget was scheduled to grow to

$100 million per year. Do you support this level of effort? If not, why not?

ANSWER: I do support more extensive implementation of EMAP as soon as prior-

ities permit. EMAP, when fully implemented, has the potential to provide us with a

quantitative description of the condition of our ecological resources. It is important

that the program be expanded to provide a comprehensive baseline from which we
can assess the effectiveness of environmental management decisions. Great care

must also be taken to prioritize the work to be done, and to carefully select indica-

tors, to maximize the benefits to the public of the information collected.

QUESTION 3: One component of the EMAP program is the arid lands program.

What is the budget request for the arid lands program for FY 1994? What are the

projected budget levels for the arid lands program in FY 1995 and FY 1996?

ANSWER: The FY 1994 budget request for the arid ecosystems program is $1 mil-

lion. At current EMAP funding levels, the FY 1995 and FY 1996 arid lands program
will remain stable. In addition to these resource directly allocated to arid lands, a

portion (about $500K) of the $14 million which is devoted to cross-cutting EMAP
wide activities supports the arid lands program. This includes activities such as

landscape characterization, statistical sampling design, information management ac-

tivities, technology transfer and interagency coordination.

QUESTION 4: Regarding the arid lands program, please describe the joint activi-

ties of EPA and the Bureau of Land Management. Do you favor both receiving its

own funding for the arid lands program?

ANSWER: EPA and BLM jointly monitor the ecological condition of arid ecosys-

tems. The EMAP arid lands program measures the ecological condition of the arid,

semi-arid and subhumid regions of the United States. The BLM is responsible for

managing a substantial portion of these lands. BLM's emphasis in the arid lands

program is on assessments of rangelands, such as, monitoring range condition of

grazing allotments. EPA's efforts are less intensive but cover entire biogeographical

provinces, such as the Great Basin or the Sonora Desert. The data and amalyses col-

lected by each agency fill voids and are complementary to one amother.

BLM's support, to EMAP specifically, consists of assisting with developing envi-

ronmental indicators, monitoring efforts and providing logistical support for imple-

mentation of EMAP objectives. BLM for example, has provided helicopter service,

personnel and equipment to take sampling data.

I am in favor of BLM receiving its own funding for the EMAP arid ecosystems

program to complement the EPA effort. This arrangement would be similar to the

forest program, as both the Forest Service and EPA receive about $3 million each

for EMAP forests. This joint funding allows agencies to come to the table as part-

ners, and through careful coordination, can result in a very effective interagency

program.

QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR LIEBERMAN

QUESTION 1: I understand that EPA and the National Institute of Standards

and Technology (NIST) have signed an "umbrella" agreement and have begun to

work together to provide pollution prevention assistance to manufacturers through

NIST's manufacturing technology centers. What level of resources do you expect to

commit to this activity in fiscal year 1994?
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ANSWER: EPA has not signed an "umbrella" agreement with NIST. However,
the two agencies have had detailed discussions that may lead to an Interagency
Agreement on Small Business Technical Assistance. At this time, EPA is consider-
ing an industry-specific pilot project, probably in the Great Lakes region, with the
existing Great Lakes Manufacturing Technology Center (MTC), the Midwest MTC,
both of which are NIST centers, or with the Great Lakes Council of Governors. This
proposed project would focus on the metal fabrication industry, particularly metal
forming and finishing segments, within the eight-State Great Lakes Region.
EPA plans to commit $12 million of the Environmental Technology Initiative

(ETI) resources to address pollution prevention among small businesses. The as yet
undetermined amount of these funds to be applied to NIST centers depends on
progress in the pilot projects, NIST's progress in expanding the number of MTCs, as
well as other aspects of the program, which EPA is in the process of developing.
QUESTION 2: The budget seeks an increase of $36 million for EPA's environmen-

tal technology activities. Approximately $4 billion being spent government-wide for
research and development related to environmental technologies.

According to the Congressional Research Service, there are two glaring problems
with our efforts to promote environmental technologies:

- a lack of coordination among the various departments involved in environ-
mental technology R&D; and
- no comprehensive effort to evaluate the effectiveness and success of the fed-
eral R&D effort.

Given the substantial sums of money involved, and the importance of environ-
mental technology to clean-up efforts and pollution prevention, can you elaborate on
how EPA plans to spend the $36 million, and how it intends to improve coordination
among DOD, DOE, and other departments?

ANSWER: Initial priorities for the $36 million requested in the FY 94 President's
budget to support the Environmental Technology Initiative (ETI) are to: 1) make the
benefits of pollution prevention available to small businesses, 2) develop critical in-

novative technologies to fill crucial gaps in our technology arsenal, and 3) promote
U.S. environmental technologies to address international environmental problems.
The Administration intends for EPA to spend approximately $24 million of these

resources on joint activities with other Federal agencies for implementing specific

parts of the program, an approach which brings together the expertise and facilities

of participating federal agencies, and leverages the resources. As the lead agency,
EPA will establish interagency working groups to ensure effective coordination on
specific areas of the program.

QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR CHAFEE
QUESTION: Congress passed two laws last year that place significant new respon-

sibilities on the Agency—the Federal Facility Compliance Act (dealing with the li-

ability of the federal government for fines and penalties when violating waste laws)
and the Community Environmental Response and Facilitation Act (dealing with
closing military bases that are also Superfund sites). Both acts require EPA to per-
form extensive new functions. Does the President's budget address the resource
needs of the Agency for the implementation of these acts?

ANSWER: The FY 1994 EPA proposed budget to Congress includes $900,000 in
contract resources to implement the Federal Facility Compliance Act which will be
managed by existing work years. In FY 1993, EPA's budget includes $900,000 for the
Office of Enforcement and the Office of Solid Waste & Emergency Response to con-
duct multi-media inspections. The contract dollars will help support the mandates of
the new Act.
At this time, EPA is assessing it's resource base to determine how best to carry

out the statute's mandate for annual inspections and for comprehensive groundwat-
er monitoring evaluations at all such Federal facilities. These inspections will be
performed using EPA work years and paid by reimbursements from other agencies.
As to the Community Environmental Response and Facilitation Act, EPA is cur-

rently shifting resources from oversight to support Base Realignment and Closure
(BRAC) I, II, and III sites. These resources are being allocated to develop procedures
for the implementation of CERFA's mandate, including standards for identifying
uncontaminated parcels and procedures for evaluating DOD's proposed parcel iden-
tification. Evaluating parcel identifications at BRAC I and II installations must be
completed by April, 1994. In some cases. Interagency Agreements must be renegoti-
ated to reflect base closure priorities and in other cases Interim Remedial Actions
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are being undertaken to facilitate reuse. Expanded community outreach efforts will

be a part of most base closures and there will be additional site evaluations at non-
NPL installations. Efforts to expand the use of innovative technology and presump-
tive remedies will also require EPA resources.

QUESTIONS: According to the graph I viewed recently, funding increases be-

tween fiscal years 1988 end 1993 on the Superfund program, the Construction

Grants program and the EPA operating budget are dwarfed by the near tripling in

funding for clean-up of federal facilities, primarily those of DOD and DOE. In the

President's 1994 budget, has oversight of clean-up of federal facilities increased pro-

portionately? If not, since there appears to be no limit in sight to the enormity of

the federal facility cleanup problem, does EPA intend in the future to ask federal

agencies for reimbursement of their oversight costs?

ANSWER: EPA is currently considering options to fund its activities at federal

facilities. One of these options is seeking reimbursement from federal agencies for

technical assistance costs. To facilitate this option, EPA has been involved in signifi-

cant discussions with the Department of Defense.
EPA is also exploring a variety of other options to address oversight needs, includ-

ing: 1) deferring oversight to states; 2) "tiered" oversight, as implemented in the

RCRA program; 3) not overseeing certain sites based on a facility's past perform-

ance and the type of contamination being addressed; and 4) reprogramming re-

sources within the existing budget.

QUESTION: Despite proposed cuts in the Superfund program, the President's

budget still calls for 3,514 work years for fiscal year 1994. How can such a large

number be justified for the program, especially in light of the number of work years

allocated to other important programs such as air and water?

ANSWER: The Superfund request is needed to enable the Agency to perform its

functions under CERCLA. The Agency is charged with the responsibility of provid-

ing emergency response for hazardous substances released into the environment and
the remediation of inactive hazardous waste sites. There are approximately 1,275

sites on the National Priorities List requiring response action. At the end of FY
1992, 744 of these sites had either a removal or remedial action initiated. There re-

mains a great deal of work for the Agency in addressing hazardous waste sites

across the country.

In addition to substantial cleanup responsibilities, the Agency is continuing to

pursue its successful enforcement efforts (over 70% of new construction projects are

undertaken by responsible parties). Nearly one-half of the Agency's Superfund work
years are devoted to this enforcement effort. To date the Agency's efforts have yield-

ed over $7 billion in responsible party financed work and nearly $1 billion in cost

recovery settlements. With this great volume of private party work underway, the

need for Federal FTE to monitor this work to ensure compliance with CERCLA and
the settlement agreements has certainly not diminished.

NEED FOR A DRINKING WATER STATE REVOLVING FUND

QUESTION: There are two revolving fund proposals in the 1994 budget, one for

Clean Water and one for Drinking Water. Currently we are at $2 billion a year for

the Clean Water SRF, and there is no Drinking Water SRF. Based on the current

budget situation it may be difficult to keep the $2 billion that was available for the

Clean Water SRF in the last Bush budget. How is it vidth budget problems so severe,

that we can even consider a large new program for drinking water?

ANSWER: The Administration recognizes the needs in the wastewater program
and continues to support this program. The FY 1994 budget level is $1.2 billion for

the Clean Water SRF and we are continuing to pursue the Economic Stimulus pack-

age which, as currently proposed, will add an additional $400 million. However, the

administration also recognizes the growing requirements and costs in the drinking

water program and the need to provide assistance to provide an increased level of

protection for public drinking water supplies. In FY 1994 we are proposing to fund

$599 million to support the new Drinking Water SRF.
"The drinking water program has become increasingly more complex and burden-

some over the last several years. Over 70 drinking water contaminants have been

regulated since the 1986 SDWA Amendments, and additional regulations are forth-

coming. Public water systems are having a very dif^cult time meeting the technical

and financial demands of the program. This is especially true for small systems,

which comprise almost 90% of all systems. While the nation's drinking water

supply is currently one of the safest in the world, the estimated capital costs to

comply with currently promulgated regulations is $10 billion through 1998. The
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Drinking Water SRF, by providing loans to assist systems to meet the capital costs

of program requirements, will be a very significant new tool available to help meet
these needs and to better protect public drinking water supplies.

MULTIMEDIA—QUESTION 2

QUESTION: One of the programs shoving a major funding increase in 1994 is the

multimedia program. The budget summary shows a $53.5 million increase in multi-

media research alone. That is substantial. What does that money buy? When the

air, water, and waste programs are starved for funding to meet Congressional man-
dates and are nevertheless, seeing cuts, is a $53.5 million increase in multimedia
research justifiable?

ANSWER: This increase recognizes that a multimedia approach to research is a
better way to address issues that impact several media and potentially result in

human exposure and health effects. Media research focuses on only one media
when, in fact, many of our environmental problems cross media. Media specific ap>-

proaches have successfully met many Congressional pollution control mandates and
the past two decades of controls have sharply reduced the massive discharges of

sewage and industrial chemicals. The remaining sources of pollution are more dif-

fuse and multimedia in nature. Multimedia research looks at several sources of pol-

lutants, their fate and transport through a variety of media such as air, water and
land. To continue to provide the scientific basis needed to implement our environ-

mental statutes, it is imperative that we address multi-media research questions.

In FY 1994, $12 million of new investments went to the air, water, waste, pesti-

cides and toxics research programs. This did not offset the $23 million reduction as-

sociated with one-time FY 1993 Congressional Add-ons attributed to those areas.

The net increase of $53.8 million to multimedia research funds a number of key
Agency initiatives as shown below.

• Innovative Technologies ($24.0 million) Key environmental legislation, such as

the Clean Air Act Amendments (CAAA) of 1990, and international agreements, such
as the Montreal Protocol, recognize that solutions to environmental problems must
be phased in over the next 10-20 years. This will require a generation of technology

beyond the current state of the art.

In response to this need and to support the President's technology initiative, the

Office of Research and Development (ORD) and the Agency will initiate an integrat-

ed cross-program Innovative Environmental Technology program. The program's
focus is to: (1) create innovative public/private sector partnerships to jointly develop

cleaner technologies and encourage the adoption of pollution prevention technol-

ogies by small businesses; (2) enhance the use of innovative US environmental tech-

nologies in international markets through cooperation with the Department of Com-
merce; and (3) develop innovative technologies to control and reduce pollution.

• Ecosystems Initiative ($10.0 million) ORD will develop a new generation of eco-

logical test methods, based on the principles of systems ecology, to assess risks to

ecosystems. This broader risk assessment approach is based on the cumulative ef-

fects from numerous stressors upon ecological resources as opposed to a single

media focus. Improvements in ecological risk assessment methods will benefit many
activities conducted by the Agency under its legislative authorities, including:

• selection among competing remediation options for hazardous waste sites

• evaluation and comparison of risks of pesticides and industrial chemicals
• control of air-borne toxics emissions
• effective and efficient response to environmental emergencies.

Another component of the initiative is the expansion of Regional EMAP (R-

EMAP). Specific regional projects apply an EMAP assessment approach to high pri-

ority ecological areas identified by the EPA Regions. The incremental resources will

expand R-EMAP projects from 7 Regions to 10 Regions. The present R-EMAP
projects support statutory mandates by investigating media specific topics such as;

surface water quality indicators, metal contamination, sediment toxicity, coastal/

border toxics problems, and condition of fisheries.

• Human Exposure Initiative ($2 million) Through the National Human Exposure
Assessment Survey (NHEXAS), ORD will add chemical and biological measure-
ments to a regional scale pilot study and produce a status report on human expo-

sure in that region.

ORD will initiate Phase II of an exposure field study in the Rio Grande Valley
region near Brownsville, Texas. Researchers will begin assessing exposures of the

region's population to the pollutants characterized in Phase I of the study. This ini-

tiative supports the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA).
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Both of these human exposure activities support environmental legislative man-
dates related to human exposure to pesticides, toxic substances and other media pro-

grams.
• Pollution Prevention ($2.5 million) This research will support the Source Reduc-

tion Review Project (SRRP) which promotes the incorporation of pollution preven-
tion approaches in the Agency's regulation development process to reduce environ-

mental risk through source reduction and eliminate cross-media transfer of pollut-

ants. Specific areas which will be examined include the pulp and paper industry;

pesticide packaging and other selected effluent guidelines. This research also sup-

ports the legislative mandate contained in the Pollution Prevention Act of 1990 and
provides information in support of multi-media regulatory approaches.

• Exploratory Research Grants ($2.0 million) The exploratory grants program will

continue to support investigator-initiated research. Support for environmental biol-

ogy will be increased, particularly research on terrestrial and aquatic ecology. The
growing awareness of the importance of pollution prevention through recycling, re-

source conservation and altered manufacturing and marketing practices will make
socioeconomic research an important area in 1994.

Initiatives coordinated through the Federal Coordinating Council on Science Engi-

neering and Technology (FCCSET):
• Advanced Manufacturing ($2.0 million) ORD will initiate research supporting

the FCCSET Advanced Manufacturing crosscut. Research will focus on: (1) identify-

ing innovative approaches for advanced manufacturing or products which result in

integrated waste minimization, increased efficiency, and reduced costs; 2) developing
fundamental process information to aid in identifying those technologies or industri-

al sectors requiring priority attention; and 3) assisting in commercializing selected

advanced manufacturing technologies in collaboration with academia and industry.
• High Performance Computing and Communications (HPCC) ($4.0 million) The

additional resources will be used to acquire a powerful scalable massively parallel

computer and establish a high speed interconnection between EPA's supercomputer
center's in Michigan and North Carolina. This initiative will support a major goal of

the Agency and the HPCC program. The goal is to provide more effective solutions

to complex environmental problems by applying advanced computing and communi-
cations technology to multi-pollutant and multi-media pollutant assessments.

FMFIA Material Weaknesses:

• Quality Assurance ($2.0 million) EPA will expand oversight efforts to assess the
quality of the Agency's environmental data and supporting documentation.

• Operating Expenses ($5.5 million) This increase reflects additional resources for:

laboratory supplies, office supplies and materials; scientific and technical equip-

ment; management and administrative ADP support and services; facilities operat-

ing expenses, repair, and improvement projects costing under $75,000; and other
support services essential to fulfill EPA's research mission.

EPA RESOURCES TO PARTICIPATE IN INTERAGENCY WORK GROUP

QUESTION: As you know, the White House has recently agreed to set up an
interagency working group to examine wetlands policy. In addition, last week the

Senate voted to direct the administration to prepare a report on measures to pro-

vide that the Soil Conservation Service be the Federal agency responsible for wet-

lands determinations on agricultural lands. What resources does EPA have avail-

able to participate in these efforts?

ANSWER: EPA believes both of these efforts are of critical importance to the wet-

lands program, and will commit necessary resources to assure an effective and
timely response to each issue. However, we would like to note that the timeframe
(90 days) provided for the administration report on wetlands determinations for ag-

ricultural lands is extremely short for the agencies and the White House to define

and assess the issue, prepare a report, agree on recommendations, and transmit it to

Congress. In any event, we believe this effort will require intensive work by agency
staff^ probably occupying at least 2 person-years of work for EPA.

GREEN PROGRAMS INCREASE

QUESTION: A major increase is slated for EPA's Green energy efficiency pro-

grams. Would you elaborate on where those new monies will be directed?

ANSWER: In 1994, the" Igreenl, programs will expand in three specific areas.

First, the Green Lights program will augment its marketing and sales effort, inten-

sify its implementation assistance, and launch new auditing and technical assist-
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ance programs. Special emphasis will be placed on accelerating investments corpo-

rations have already committed to make in contracts with EPA.
Second, in the area of energy productivity and pollution prevention, a series of

new programs including Energy Star Buildings (heating, ventilation and air condi-

tioning), Energy Star Computers, and Residential (e.g. "Golden Carrot") programs
are aimed at increasing the productivity of energy systems wherever profitable. In

the buildings area, EPA will significantly augment its marketing and sales effort,

intensify its implementation assistance, and launch new auditing and technical as-

sistance programs.
In terms of Energy Star Computers, the program will target a community-based

outreach program to local vendors and users of computer equipment. Up to one-

third of all computer equipment is bought and sold in small retail outlets that are

currently unaware of the economic and environmental benefits of Energy Star

equipment. In the residential sector, the focus will be to begin providing incentives

to builders and vendors to begin development of innovative financing mechanisms
for advanced heat pumps, water heating systems, increased insulation, and a
number of additional residential technologies (including those using natural gas).

Finally, the 1994 program will expand the Methane program. Since methane has

energy value, its emission to the air is equivalent to energy evaporating before use.

The methane program will seek to profitably capture this "lost energy" in five

areas: coal mines, natural gas, agricultural wastes, livestock and landfills. The coal

mines component will be aimed at generating methane capture in Appalachia
during coal mining. The natural gas program is a voluntary effort with industry

that will be aimed at accelerating investments to reduce pipeline leaks in the U.S.

and increase exports of this technology to the former Soviet Union. In the area of

landfills, the 1994 program will aim at helping small communities meet local energy
demand and the need for acceptable landfills by creating a recovery industry profit-

able for these communities. The agricultural wastes component focuses efforts on
accelerating farmer utilization of waste as an energy source by investing in collec-

tion systems and generators and/or absorption refrigeration. Finally, the livestock

program will aim at partitioning carbon to useful products (milk and meat) by nu-

tritional supplements and/or range improvements.

QUESTION: There has been some criticism that EPA programs such as Green
Lights are committing federal dollars to benefit Fortune 500 companies. What role

is EPA playing in such initiatives, and should the private sector be going it alone?

ANSWER: The Green Programs do not subsidize any companies. We provide no
direct financial support to Green Program organizations. All participants, including

corporations, pay for energy-efficiency themselves.
EPA's Green Program funding is used to encourage organizations, through educa-

tion and technical support—and without government subsidy—to prevent pollution

at a profit by investing in energy-efficiency.

Within the Green Lights Program our participants include businesses (large and
small), environmental groups, health-care facilities, universities and federal, state

and local governments, as well as 12% of the Fortune 500. When the Green Lights

program was started about 2 years ago, recruiting efforts focused on larger corpora-

tions and organizations because these groups control the greatest square footage of

lighted building space, and therefore their participation in the program could yield

the greatest environmental return per dollar spent. Today, over 3 billion square feet

of facility space has been committed to the Green Lights program throughout the

U.S.
The Green Programs are voluntary public/private partnerships designed to suc-

cessfully reduce emissions of carbon dioxide and methane—primary contributors to

global climate change. The Green Programs stimulate profitable pollution preven-

tion in business and government, create jobs in the private sector, increase worker
safety, and free up capital for investment. The nation saves literally hundreds of

times what the federal government invests in EPA's "green programs.

'

AIR TOXICS

QUESTION: In general, describe the EPA air toxics program.

ANSWER: Toxic pollutants are chemicals known or suspected of causing cancer
or other serious health effects (e.g. reproductive effects). Title III of the CAA re-

quires EPA, over a 10 year period, to issue "maximum achievable control technolo-

gy" (MACT) standards which cover all major sources of 189 specified hazardous air

pollutants (HAPs). The primary consideration in establishing these standards must
be demonstrated technology. Costs, non-air quality health and environmental im-

pacts and energy requirements may also play a role in setting these standards. In-
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dustries must comply within 3 years after a standard is issued. If significant risk

remains after MACT is installed, additional standards to protect public health and
the environment are required.

Other provisions of section 112 require controls on area sources to address the

urban air toxics problem, measures to prevent accidental releases, and measures to

protect the Great Lakes and coastal waters from atmospheric deposition of air

toxics. A voluntary emissions reduction program is also required to be established.

The new amendments also place greater emphasis than in the Past on health effects

other than cancer and on the prevention of ecosystem damage.
EPA's air toxics program requires State and local air pollution control agencies to

play a considerable role in implementing this program. The air toxics program will

be implemented through the Clean Air Act's Title V permitting program. EPA is

also developing guidance addressing source modifications, delegation of State pro-

grams, and case-by-case equivalency determinations in the event the EPA fails to

issue a standard according to the established regulatory schedule. The Agency is

maintaining national data bases and clearinghouses for technical and risk assess-

ment information to assist State and local agencies and any other interested parties.

NAPAP FUNDING

QUESTION: What funds is OAR devoting to NAPAP in FY 1994?

ANSWER: In preparing the FY 1994 budget the Administrator decided not to

carry any of the FY 1993 special projects forward. This includes the $750,000 Con-

gressional funding for NAPAP. In FY 1994, the Agency will continue to work with

NAPAP. This includes $700,000 in funding for NAPAP in the Acid Rain program.

EPA's total funding for NAPAP is $1.65 million, of which $950,000 is in the R&D
appropriation in the Office of Research and Development to support the NAPAP
Office of the Director, and $700,000 is in the ACE appropriation in the Office of Air

and Radiation.

QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR SMITH

RADON REPORT TO CONGRESS

QUESTION: An amendment contained in EPA's fiscal year 1993 appropriations

bill directed EPA to revisit its proposed radon in drinking water rule, conduct a

multi-media risk assessment on radon and report back to Congress with its results

by July 30, 1993. What is the status of this report? Please provide me with EPA's
preliminary findings and the intended course of action.

ANSWER: Included as part of the FY 1993 Appropriations Bill is an amendment
by Senators Chafee and Lautenberg which requires EPA to prepare two reports to

Congress. The first report directs the Agency to develop recommendations for reau-

thorization of the Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) by July 6, 1993. The second

report directs the Agency to conduct a risk gissessment of radon looking at health

and cost data across various pathways of exposure.

The findings of this second study are to be submitted to the Science Advisory

Board whose recommendations, along with the study, are to be submitted no later

than July 31, 1993. The SAB review was initiated in February, but the last docu-

ment will not be forward to the SAB until June. Initial reaction from the Radiation

Advisory Committee to last February's presentation on the risk cost portion of the

report was highly favorable.

EPA is heavily involved in report preparation. EPA is currently developing its

final report and reviewing recommendations/ findings. We will then conduct brief-

ings within EPA to ensure common understanding and agreement. At this time we
are not ready to discuss preliminary findings; however, we fully anticipate that both

reports will be forwarded to Congress this July.

LEGISLATIVE PROPOSALS FOR SRFs

QUESTION: Within the administration's fiscal year 1994 budget for EPA, a State

Revolving Loan Fund for drinking water projects has been proposed. As you know,

Congressional committees have already begun to deliberate on this proposal. Last

month, you announced that authorizing legislation would be forwarded to Congress

by mid-May. Is this still in the pipeline, and if so, when can we expect to see legisla-

tive proposals on Clean Water and the Safe Drinking Water SRF?
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ANSWER: At the end of May, the administration provided the Senate and House

leadership with its "Statement of Principles" for the drinking water SRF for use by

the authorizing committees. In late July, the administration provided the Senate

and House leadership with draft authorizing language for the Clean Water SRF.

In the meantime, EPA staff have been providing technical assistance to authoriz-

ing committees in the Senate and the House as they move forward on authorizing

the SRFs. In the House, two committees have already completed full-committee

mark up of bills authorizing the drinking water SRF (HR 1701 and HR 1865). EPA
staff have also met with staff from the Senate Environment and Public Works Com-

mittee, who have expressed their willingness to work with the administration to de-

velop suitable authorizing language for the SRFs.

FUNDS APPROPRIATED FOR ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROLS

QUESTION: Of the funds appropriated for environmental controls in Mexico

along the U.S.-Mexican border, how much of this has been spent and how much is

anticipated to be spent on U.S. products and services? Please express in both total

dollars and in a percentage.

ANSWER: A breakdown of international wastewater treatment projects complet-

ed or underway is as follows:

Tijuana: The international treatment facility will be located in San Diego, Califor-

nia. The International Boundary and Water Commission (IBWC), U.S. Section has

spent $1.5 million on facilities in Mexico and the U.S. to collect and transport the

Tijuana wastewater to the future international facility. Of this amount, about $1.0

million was spent on U.S. labor, materials and equipment. The funds which have

been obligated by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency for the project since'

fiscal year 1984 total $96.4 million. All of these funds have been committed to U.S.

products and services. These include engineering and other professional services for

planning, design, environmental mitigation and construction, as well as for pipes,

pumps, motors and other equipment. In summary, a total of $97.9 million has been

obligated or spent on the project to date, of which approximately $97.4 million (99.5

percent) has been or will be spent on U.S. products and services.

Mexican (New River): The International Boundary and Water Commission (IBWC)

has rehabilitated two wastewater pumping stations and constructed an additional

pumping station in Mexico, at a total cost of $600,000. Work was completed in 1989.

100 percent of the expenditure was for U.S. equipment and services.

Nuevo Laredo: The IBWC will be completing a wastewater collection and treat-

ment project in 1994. Of the total project cost of approximately $22 million, it is

estimated that about $12.5 million, or 57 percent, will be spent on U.S. services (in-

spection, engineering, etc.) and products/equipment.

Nogales: An international wastewater treatment facility to serve Ambos Nogales

(Nogales Arizona and Sonora) was recently completed by the IBWC in 1993. Of the

total project cost of $8.9 million, 100 percent was spent on U.S. materials, labor and

equipment.
In addition to international wastewater treatment projects, considerable funding

has been appropriated for wastewater treatment projects to serve U.S. "colonials"

located along the border. Colonials are low-income, predominantly Hispanic commu-
nities-which often lack basic necessities such as indoor plumbing, adequate drinking

water or wastewater sanitation. It is anticipated that 100 percent of the funding for

colonia wastewater infrastructure will be committed to U.S. services such as plan-

ning, design and construction, and to U.S. products and equipment. Amounts appro-

priated to colonials in fiscal year 1993 include $50 million for the State of Texas, $10

million for the State of New Mexico and $10 million for a colonial project in Arizo-

na. Additionally, $650,000 was appropriated for a colonial wastewater demonstration

project in New Mexico, and in fiscal year 1991, the State of Texas was authorized to

establish a $15 million revolving loan fund, capitalized by an EPA grant, to enable

colonial residents to install plumbing and connect to water, and wastewater sys-

tems. In summary, $85.7 million has been targeted by EPA for providing wastewater

assistance to colonials along the border, of which 100 percent is expected to be ex-

pended on U.S. products and services.
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